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8Abstract
A cross-sectional study was carried out for an in-
vestigation of the developmental patterns by the Chinese
EFL learners in their learning of English negation. 57
Chiese sentences served as the stimulus for immediate
translation, and the task was presented to four proficiency
group of subjects second year junior high. (G.A), third
year junior high (G.A.), second. year Beni or high (G. C.),
and first year college English majors (G. D.).
Apperantly three distinct transitional stages seemed
to have emerged from the data: the first stage seemed to
be marked with a number of sentences with the negative
particle outside the rest of the sentence structures
the second stage marked with a large number of cases showing
non-use of Do/Be as negative operators and the third stage
marked with presence of Do/Be, but also with a number of
sentences showing errors of confusion about the different
functions of these two verbs and confusion about the proper
tense and case regarding these two verbs when they were
applied to form negative -sentences.
However, an interesting finding of the present study
was that errors reflecting outside-sentence-nucleus positio-
ing of No/No t occurred almost exclusively in the negative
imperative sentences the students produced, suggesting that
what the students were lacking at this stage was not a know-
ledge of where to put the negative particle, but rather, a
knowledge of how to use the So-support as a necessary
9negative operator. Hence, claim of similarity between
only Stage 2 and Stage 3 was made for the present study.
The low percentage of errors reflecting incorrect
placement of the negative particle suggests that the
students might have been facilated by the topological
closeness between the Chinese and English negative structures.
However, despite the possible influence of Li on
the performance of these particular students in the present
task regarding Not-placement, errors, the errors character-
istic of Stage 2 and Stage 3 are quite similar to the
ones made by L1 and L2 learners of the previous studies,
suggesting that the way people learn a second language does
not totally depend on the conditions under which they are
exposed to the L2 data. Apparently, they are not equipped
with separate mechanisms to cope with different learning
situations; rather, there seems to be a universal and common
set of principles which are flexible enough to be adaptable
to the large number of conditions under which language learning
may take place.
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Chapt er 1
Introduction
The locus of this investigation was on the learning of
one aspect of English syntax—the developmental patterns 01
»• 1
foreign language, iwo major issues were aaaressea in trie
present study:~~
1.Whether or not at a11 Chinese £FL (Eng1ish as a
foreign language) learners pass through any stages in the
acquisition of English negation;
Z.Whether or not these stages. if any. are similar to~ CO ir,
those found in the previous literature for LI (first-
language) and L2 (second language) learners with a variety
of LI backgrounds under naturalistic environments.
1.1. Background of the research question
In the past decade, within the area of second language
research-, a great deal of effort has been spent on the
investigation inter second language acquisition. Studies on
transitional constructions have been a major area of
interest for second language learning researchers.. These
studies (see Burt Du. lay, 1981, for a review of literature)
that look at transitional constructions indicate that
children and adults go through a number of key steps before
mastering a structure. For example, during the earliest
stages of learning English negation as LI or L2, a child
might be heard saying 'no sleeping; no play basketball
ft T 1w w,
The acquisition of sentence- negation of this sort was
elegantly described for English learners by Klima and
Bellugi (1986). Their raw data were the voluminous
r e c o r d 1 n g s o f t h r e e u n a c q u a. i n t e d c h i 1 d r e n w h o s e s p e e c i i w a s
regularly taped over a period of four years by Roger Brown,
Ursula Bellugi, Courtney Canden and their colleagues at
Harvard. K.1.1 ma and Bellugi' s analysis a.nd descr iption of tiie
transitiona1 steps in the acquisition of English negation by
the three LI learners have been used as the basis for
comparison by ail L2 researchers who have investigated the
deve1opment of Eng1ish negation by L2 1earners.
Studies representing different languagfa backgrounds
(3panish by Hernandes--Chavez, 1977; Cazden,Cancino,
Rosansky, and Sohumann,1975; Japanese by Miloii. 1974; Gi1iis
and Weber, 1976; Norwegian by Ravem, 1968; German by Wode,
1976; and Arabic by Hanania and Gradman, 1977) have been
completed (see Burt Duiay, 1981) and three major steps
which are similar to what Klima and Bellugi found have been
observed during the acquisition of basic English negation:
First attempts generally place the negator MoNot
outside the rest of the sentence structure—either before or
after it. In step two, the negator is placed between the
subject and the verb, although the auxiliary is still
absent. In step three, the early auxiliaries are used, and
the negator is correctly placed to the right of the
a u xiliary.
However, most of the studies that have been undertaken
have looked only at children and adults learning a second
language in a host country, where the target language is the
official or major language of communication. Studies on the
acquisition of English negation by EFL learners in foreign
language conditions such as in China have up to this date
been relatively few.
Whether or not at all the patterns in the learning of
English negation by the Chinese learners are similar to
those shown by LI and other L2 learners; whether the
Chinese students will undergo transitional stages similar to
the ones reported for LI and L2 learners in learning the
same syntactic structures—these and many others are
stimulating questions of interest for the present
Vr
researcher.
Inp i r e d  the previous studies and stimulated by -the 
present, day situation- of English learning and teach ing m  
China, this study focussed on the lurarning of Endl is.h 
negative structures by Ch inese students in the cart i cu.l a r 
c e it in g .Lc^i a id e the cou n t y  . The ma in purses e of th is c-pn j v 
was tOcuu t.o compare, the transitional patterns, if any., shown
"by Chinese ELLloarners , w ith the ^ n a l  patterns
reported for LI and other LL form e r s  in 1 be scpoi:? i lo rn r,'f 
English neion teion; and if pence b Jus, to make soom 
coni to this f ield. of  ^^ r:bie hvpoth*-*s j c b'vr rue
present irrestigation w as follows h
1.2. Hypothesis
In the learning of English negation, the Chinese 
ELL learners w ill develop patterns of transitional 
■ cnnstructions similar to those reported for LI and 
other L2 learners with a variety of LI baehgrounds who 
learned the target language tinder naturalistic 
environments.
Then term  ansitional constructions ’ h e r ers to 
the l<aneruage forms learners use wthile they are sill I 
lea e n in g the gra m m e r  o f  a  guage (Burt &. Dufay, 1981 ) . Tine
4 .
hypothesis can be broken down into the following 
subhypotheses -
i. The Chinese EFL l e a r n s  will develop distinct- 
11 ansi i„-1onal pat terns of construct i.ons i n the 
a c q u i s i t ion o f En gl i s h  ;
. f. Language learners undergo some universal learning
processes and thus will s h ow sio.il so 
patterns despite their background languages and the 
contexts under which they learn the target language;
 ^ 3. following' the above two assumptions, it was further
assumed that the transitional constructions which the 
Chinese EEL learners develop in the acqu isition of 
English negation would be similar to those reported for 
both LI and other L2 lecirners of different first 
language backgrounds.
1.3. Preview ox the procedures
Anerror was performed to test the hr^]l^-ftsesis.
Mainly errors concerning the following two issues were 
looked into in the study:
T 3 ~ ~“--- —  llQt-p la c e m e n1 anu^ d:h^ use^ of D o a s~'no eg stive-- "
operators
' . 5 * - -
Each type of error was calculated w ithin each negative 
structure for each group of subjects. The ratio of errors of 
each, type against the trtal rhtempted sentences by each 
group of subjects was then calculated to decide the 
traditional patterns shown by each subject group. ,
As has been mentioned above- previous s-turi.es on the 
acquisition of English negation have rho^n that both LI and 
aa learners acquire basic nerative structures in vrrry much 
the same et\y , the present investigation was then carried out 
as still aroteer test of tho previous claim. about, the 
acquis 1 1 i o.i n o h E n y i c o h n e n at ion It. w a is h op e h Lifi c. q q. hi a 
study would eonteibute still further know ledge to t}Le 
expo or a t oon of where her o r n o t- t}''ie-e,,r arm srtTio ioj
the 1 a egu ore L e a m  1 r, g p p o erase de s p j. o e vther^e q, he leer n T e e 
tains pCi-rn^e . '
1 .4. Organ!zation of this study
There are altogether six ceapterr? for the present 
study. The next e.p^ d r  reviews the .literature on whet has 
been done in the past two decades in the r.search on LI and 
o ther L2 acquisition, espee ia! ly on the ac q u isition of 
Engl ish non at ion. The third charter Ces cribes the 
methodology e study for the collection and 
the analy i s of the data; and tte fourth chapter is a ■
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report on the results thus derived. Chapter 5 is a
discussion of the results and a comparison between the
trans 5. t iona 1 p.a11erns f ound f or the Chinese s tude111s and
those reported for LI and L2 leariers. This was done by
employing the theories relating to second language
acquisition and learning principles. The finaj chapter is a
summary of he findings of the investigation and then
tentatively, concludes the whole project with some
Lmp 1 ications for E'FL teaching in China and some suggestions
for i i x t u r e r e s o a r c h.
Notes:
1 . In thus study,, L2 ccqui s ition refers both to the 
learning' of the target .language in1 a host language 
environment, (<t.g . C"bines e io. Ch ina ) and t«o- 1 earning a atew 
language in a foreign context (in line of the definition 
given hy Burt and Dulay). To be specific about -the
of tea m i n g  ^rio^ o n  In China, EFL is used ai 
the: thesis to refer to learning English as a foreign 
language, Honce, the subsects In the present study ere 
referred to as Chinese EFL learners *or Chinese EFL students.
2: . D i s t i n c t i o n  earning axd acquisition is 
soo’.act1 noes made in the literature. 'Leaning* is ee'i’ec!
for the description of 'conscious processes’ , while 
'a cp u 5. s it i o n. :os ni o o .1 0 e e u re d f or no 0 r?rTn f i r-n n s c ions
learning o»f rules about the language. Htwever, L i'to.]. ewood 
(9 934 ) hes provided some good aroumen t aOout th is irsue 'too 
the eefect that our know ledge about what is cono-cious i^.dd 
what is not is still too vague for us to gain a valid and 
reliable distinction between the two. Homce, a^^cuq.ui^ ^ . o n  and 
learning t ill be used interchangeably .in the present- thesis 
for the language learning n^rncess.
3. N o t   refers to the positioning of the 
negative particle No/Mot in the sentence structures by the 
LI, L2 , and EFL leanners ^  this thesis.
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94. Use of DD/Fe as operators of negative sentences
refers to the use of-Do-support and Be copula by the
subjects for this investigation. It also includes the proper
tense and case aspects attached to Do/Be when they were
applied to the produced sentences.
Chapter 2 
Literature Review
2 ,1. Background of second language learning research •
PRcent years have brought about a rmschroomi ng .'">i
bc~i second. io..nr'uago . The of focus
towards the red iscovery of c!=bc^ ^^ i language acq u isition 'ics 
brought a’""irtut an. .increase in our kboriedce of pr inciples of 
laotguage lear ning a.^ i Irchuage teeehing which two decades 
coo cor Lei never .have been daecmed of .
This .shift of ini erest in the researchers towards 
second language acquisition oops largely as a consequence of 
oo’tiot. ha arc nsci in the .late bus nie oo d d  of .i..u’ipruistic
theory. T.n iliQ 6 0 2  ^ linguis bs experienced. c tibeoiatical 
,- '^0;"d o n  oih.ich beopan w ith beam Oh.omsky ' s pushf.".cation oi 
Syntactic Structures id  .1907, Choir)sky upset the prevailing 
belief that language is learned by imitating, momorizing. 
arid being' rewarded for sa>u.ng tire rigid things p
While the above processes do have some rale in language 
0 :3 m i n g , Chomsky argued arc! nrooosed that the centra 1 force 
gin.}, id in g long u a g e ac<:i,.:i^^^. o n is a lirn ^ u ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  i f i c 'men t a 1 
ij'0 :^^-i^ ^^r'e ’ or 'iangu age aceui sition lev!ce ? ( bb ) .
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According to -Chomsky, the innate organizational 
principles of the language acquisition device govern a. 11 
human languages, to Chomrkian theory, the le a n e r  in -the 
process of lanaruage sit.i on is no b anger \T.i.v^ ^^d is a
parrot, receiving and taking whatever is presented ho him, 
hut rtther an active and creative participant to the whole 
^h'Oi^ ^^5. He nel.i vs 1 v orrivin laws 'tl^ ^^  iT^ ^Qch. he bears irr><} o.YtQ^ 
aern'cil i sat ion s abou t it.
TV.0 CO/ibl HO'd ldff 0C'tS if. t^ rrOyiSgo ' g vU'TTlhoS i_ 3 h\f iV  e 
’creative a s p e c t s irniauage use’ i s a rubor hocus ci" 
hhrio.r0tic3.1 r.iitc^ ^uistios 'bong w ith the ocoio>1 era enter vr eiforis 
of Piaarei 9 ] 9b9 ' in develunweii tap asyctiolopa', h a w  inqni rod 
t great di-al i~f interest:, by the cov'irrn riled aoiroarchers in 
inveih 1 gat ing w hat .is gr ing aii second language v.^ .^rstmi n g ;
and as a m t.uIt. , ruu^ riu^ ^ c  ofvdi es have /va 0^ <-ba q rn hbe 
related fields.
Among the m a n y  s t u d i e s one on se c o n d  ge 
3.cc'„ii.^^oii, unite a number of have been on -the
fim a n an g rdf syntax. As Hatch (ld7c>) put it, there are i.t 
hs^st ten quest ions that have beer asked and runny others 
possible, by the concerned vresearchers-
1 . to inter 1 argnage veal/ (systematic) or is it jutt a 
cover lorm for random f luctuation between 
a.ccuracy/error or• learning/backsidl iding’, an the learner 
strives to acquire tto? target la.nguage?
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2. If interianguage is systeraatic, what- is the system? 
Can a sequence for neqiof s i ti on of syntact ic structures • 
be sha?^ ri? How similar and are the stages in. 
interrorgunge? £er ail learners (e.g. . how much
variab i 1 i ty s. s t ho re ? )
3. [f there fty .=> s*ec:]uu^ ^^} in tame acono. si11on of
sit-r ue t u re s , ss 'it- the same rn^es^ s j  of 're :^ rat ice 
1 a r nii a ge of f ho i. o a m e  r?
a. Is tome re.uiciicoHrie c^ie for child and adult 
learners1:1
d . is idee .7mco.uerice toie satire it time iuffrner does cioes 
am t  2’eaei.ve ins t-ojliui0
6), Is idao seue.c-'-nee the .same If tdee learner is imme rsed, 
s seel . or not, nit oil f n. idle 101101^3^0
corhoniity ?
7 , [ f there i s a seouence .in second .if^inn^ ;ua^ e
auc ov.iz i t i on , rs it tho same -as tdiat described for [first 
la h:nu a ge fc^ ^!:[^ .sition?
8. [,f there is a sequence, can norms be set on where a 
learner might he expected 0o be ?.f^r X amount or£ 
oxposnre 00 t-h. e ].nnnruage?
9 . [f there i s a , ts it the sr^  as the
pedagogical seeuence given in ].n.nguage textbooks? If 
not,, sdiould a l scauerice foll.owa learning
sequence?
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10. If there is a sequence, and if that sequence 
appears to be similar across learners, her,, Ca 
explain it?
can we
These and other related questions have prompted 
researchers to work in two new research areas: acquisition 
order and transitional constructions.
•2.1.1. Acquisition order research
Research on acquisition orde r 11 as been carried ont on
y rrtac ti c 
i. n a ce r t a n  order1 wh i c]
the assumption that the acquisition of the 
~ t --- 1 O-i one i •ngt . . . provressee
is very much predictable in 3pite of the miscellaneous 
= n y ii onmen tai di f ferences . Research on. the the order o f 
syntactic acquisition has been particularly inspired by
Roger Brown's now classic longitudinal study of the
a c q u i s i t i o n         o f  E n g l i s h     a s  
f i r s t    l a n g u a g e  B r o w n  s t u d i e d
three unacquainted children to whom he gave the research 
names of Adam, Eve and Sarah. Analysis of their speech 
collected at Weekly interval over a four-year period showed 
that these children learned fourteen English grammatical 
mrophemes m  a similar order. Brown found that the language 
features that were most frequently heard by the children in 
their language environment were not necessarily learned
earlier. s finding brought Brown to suggesting that 
'children work out rules for the speech they hear, passing 
from levels rf lesser to greater complexity, simply because 
the human species is progoarnmed at a certain period in its 
life to uparaie in this tauhion on linguistic input. ’
(Brown, 1737 3) •
Brown's irreresting finding m  hww the language 
learning prei^ s ?  wonke when children acquire their first 
i.aTuiuage has nrnared ? n a number s rn thio
acquisition rrder ch ildren reveal vlren they aouuire a v,<enorici 
language. Burt ond Dualv (1975) reported diat o^ hih;j>'^n 
lea.onirig Knihlish as n second language also show a ’natural’
' order for grammaticall oo.rrolrenies , re,011.^0 1 ess oi wmat their
first language backgrounds ar^. A lthough child second 
ia.nouage order of acou.isition was dltterenh iroifi she Iv.rsr 
language acquisitioh o^f^, d ifferent groups of second 
."languaue learners show rd , 3urprising 1 y , sirri k ing 
c i.rni lari ties .
B^i.^ t^ and Dulay* s results were further confirmed by 
rpplicated :^.n1/fl'^t^^^^.on^D conducted hy Frthman (1975) , 
Kvssler and Igar (1 979), and Makino ( 7979). Balley, Madden 
and Krashen (197 4) also carried out an investigation on the 
acquisition order on adult second language learners of the 
eight grammatical .oorghernes once explored ley Burt and Bulay . 
The hesults showed that ! the contours for the acquisition
■
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sequences of the children and adults are very s.imi lar’ (see 
Part & Du lay., 1981).
These studies on the acquisition order by berth child 
and adult learners have shed much more light on what, is 
mentally involved in the process of language learning. They 
insp ired and prompted more researchers (Larson-Freeman,
197 5; Kacnhen , Butler , Pia nb a urn , ar^ d RoSsc. r ^ n ,  197 8 ;
Fuller, 1978; and h.essler ari , f.977. etc. l into .f’ti'ther
gat-ions <rn 'h'»e adult5s retcjr^ ^ ^ o n  ore.co , nsing a 
variety of research methods. Studies conducted oy these 
researchers or so confirmed that aduits ard choldren acquire 
certain grammatical pvihphernes a slm.ilar order.
2.1.2. Resea r ch on tran s i t i o al constructions
The other main dlreo tion ss:c,i^ ^ L Longa age aequo s it i or 
research ]”ias tnl^ i  to is the research on 't^Rooitional 
obstructions . ’ ’TransitionaI eonntruetiens aue the language
forms learners use while .they are still learning the grammar 
of a language. ’ (Burt D Duiay, .981) While investigations
into the na tural order of acquisition reveal on l y
 mature, or wehl~-f earned structures appear,studies
on the transitional constructions show the path through
li 3^ loarners towards the? mastery, of the
r t rucUmre u be ing a cqu i rlfd .
The major part of the research in this aspect of second
language acquisition has involved comparing the grammatical
constructions used by second language learners with those
made by young children acquiring their first language (of.
Burt. Dulay, 1981).
This kind of research showed surprising uniformity as
we 11— ootn 1 j 1 and L Z 1 earners. make very simi 1 a r e rro r s,
whi .1 e thev arc aeciuiring certain syntactic s t r w etures r
language
Am one; the second language learners studied. who
possessed misce 11 aneous ciif f erences in f irst I ariguage
backgrounds, similarity of developmental patterns were also
iecordea. These f indings 1 ed the researchsrs to propos iiig
that learners' first language backgrounds bear 1i111e
influence on the tarnet language they are acquiring. It is
from here then, that the researchers suggest the existence
of universal mental mechanisms involved in the process of
learning a second language (see Burt Dulay, 1931).
Among the structures'investigated in terms of
transitional patterns shown by the L2 learners in these
studies are English negation, wh~questions, yesno
questions, embedded wh-quesiions and reflexive pronouns. The
learners' first languages include Norwegian, Japanese,
Spanish, Arabic, German and Keres (for a review of
literature, see Burt Dulay, 1981).
However, most of the studies that have been undertaken 
along these 1ines have 1ooked at chi1dren and aduIts 
learning a second language in a host country, where the 
language being learned is the major or official language of 
communication. Literature on the transitional constructions 
developed by learners learning the target .language in a 
foreign country, especially literature on what is happening 
to the learners under the unique circumstances inside China, 
has been alas, very sparse at its bast.
We can roughly visualise from the above survey of 
second language acquisition research the position shat the 
studies on the development of English negation hold in this 
area of research. The follow:; ng sections present a more 
detailed description of the past studies on the development 
of negation.
2.2. Research on the learning of English negation in terms 
of transitional patterns under naturalistic environments
2.2.1. Research on first language learners
Researchers have observed that second language learners
2commonly pass through systematic and ordered stages in the 
acquisition of English negation.
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Basic sentence ne g ation in English (such as the Not i n 
the English auxiliary) is the aspect of negation that has 
been most studied by psycholinguistic researchers. For 
example: 'He doesn’t know how to p aint’;and 'She is not an
interesting person.’
The first eIegant description of the acquisition of 
sentence negation of the above sort was provided by Klima 
and Bel lug i * s pioneering longitudinal study (1966).. The 
1 lives t iga 1 1 on oxaminod the o voral I gramrnatica1 capacitv of 
three children, their general linguistic competence, by 
tracing the develo p m e n t o f their negations and 
interrogatives.
Three children, Adam, Eve and Sarah, served as 
subjects. Bellugi and Klima collected two hours of speech 
e v e r y t w o w e e k s i r. a n a t u r a 1 s e t ting. F o r e a c h c h i 1 d . 11 c e r e
were two to four sessions of the speech of the mother and 
chi1d per month as data. In order to describe stages in 
development, the investigators picked two end points in 
terms of mean utterance length; the first stage is from the 
first month of the study for each child; the last is from 
the month in which the mean utterance lengths approached 4.0 
for each of the three children; and the second stage is the 
one between the t w o . In terms of the children’s development 
of negation, in the first stage the negative particle is 
sentence external: 'no singing song; no the sun shining;’
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etc. . In the second stage, children placed Not / N o side the 
sentence, but still missed a large number of auxiliary 
verbs: Mae not big, he little .The third stage was
characterised by full realisation of the auxiliary. At this 
stage, auxiliaries began to appear in declaratives and 
interrogatives and , 111 eref ore are no ionger simp 1 y part o 1 
the negative element in the sentence: 'No, it isn’t ; That
was not me;’ etc..
The sign if leant point of the study is that ’while these 
chilaren came from familiet o t a l l y unacquainted and
independent of one another; and each child heard a different 
set of sentences as the input, all three children still 
showed similar and systematic developmental patterns in the 
acquistion of negation.
After Klima and Bellug'i ’ s study another research 
pro ject was carried out by B1 ooin (1970) . In this
study, three children were seen individually in their homes 
by the researcher, for approximately eight hours over a 
three-or four-day period , • every six weeks . The tape-recorded 
observations of approximately eight hours of activity formed 
the individual speech samples that were used for analysis.
The first speech samples were obtained from two of the 
children when each, was 19 months one week old and from the 
third child when she was 21 months old. Each sample - 
consisted of the child’s speech (1) while playing with a
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group of toys and books, (2) during eating, dressing and
toileting activities, and (3) during playing with a peer.
The speech samples were then transcribed into written forms 
for data analysis. The analysis was performed on the 
distinct stages of the children’s developing language with 
an emphasis on both the form and function of the children’s 
speech. The part dealing with the c h i 1. cl r e ii ’ s d e v  e i o p in e n t. • c f 
negation revealed that the children approached the task of 
learning negation systematically and similarly.
The findings appear to complement the description of 
the acquisition of syntactic structure in early sentence 
negation proposed by Bellugi(1986). The descriptions of the 
form of negative sentences in Bellugi’s data were generally 
similar to the surface features of Bloom’s children. The 
negative sentences produced by the three children as Phase 1 
and 2 could be described as having' occurred in the earliest 
developmental periods Bellugi described.
2.2.2. Research on child second language learners.
As has been revealed in Klima and Bellugi1s pioneering 
investigation and Bloom’s follow-up study, children showed 
similar developmental patterns as they were acquiring their 
first language. This finding thus inspired and then
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prompted quite a number of second language acquisition
researchers into comparing the developmental patterns shown
by LI and L2 learners in their process of acquiring English
negation.The first study to be cited is a study reported by
MiIon in 1974 on a Japanese child learning English as a
sec ond lang u age.
M Hon' s s 1- u d y c o m p a red t h e devel o p m e n t o f t h e s y s t e: n o f
negation in English in a seven-year-old Japanese immigrant's
speech with the system of negation as it developed in tin-
speech of the three native English speakers described by
Klima and Bellugi in 1986. It was an attempt to bring some
data to bear on the question whether the process of first
and second language acquisition are similar in pre-pubescent
children when both processes take place within the cultural
context of the 1anguage being acquired. The hypothesis was
that there wouId bedemonstrab1e simi1arities between the
characteristics of first and second language acquisition
because there are universal heuristics used by young
children in acquiring language. The study had only one
subject, who was video-taped in a small group situation at
weekly intervals over a period of six months. There were 20
taping sessions totalling approximately eight hours of
recording time. The recorded speech samples were then
transcribed and analyzed. The results of the study showed a
striking similarity between the developmental substages of
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negation as described by Klima and Bellugi and the
development of negation in the speech of the subject. That.
is, the developmental stages for three native speakers and a
sec and language learner occurred in exactly the same
sequence and within almost exactly identical syntactic
parameters.
Mi1on' s study was then followed by further research by
Gillis and Weber in 1976, on the acquusuruib of negation
among other structure by two more Japanese learners.
This study was to test the validity of the hypothesis
that second language learning in school age children follows
the same development, as first laguage acquisition.
Two Japanese boys acquiring English in a natural
setting were observed over a five-month period. The chi ldren
were 6.11 and 7:61 years old. The focus of the study was
especially on the children's development of negatives,
interrogatives and imperatives. Though the results Showed a
developmental pattern. that corresponds only to Klima and
Bellug is stages Two aril Tree in terms of the development, of
negation, the analysis and comparison to overall first
language acquisition (especially as compared to Klima and
Bellugi, 1966) showed a striking basic similarity between
the two boys and the three subjects in Klima and Bellugi's
study. The results showed little transfer from the to boys'
mother tongue too.
Not only have studies been done on Japanese speaking
second language learners, but investigations on speakers of
some other languages have also appeared.
In 1968, Ravem carried out a series of s1i1dies on two
Norwegian children. The studies were longitudinal-
observat.1 ona 1 and »were based on the tape- recorded in terv iews
and various informal experiments, mainly translation and
i m i t a t i. o n t a s k s.
Tho results of these studies showed that the subjects'
developmental patterns of acquisition of English negation
seemed to have closely paralleled that of the LI learners.
In the who 1 e corpus of the data, on 1 y one case of
Post -verba 1 Not was found. The remaining examp 1 es were a 11
the LI type: 'I not build the house; I not like it; and You
n o t g e is• o i f t h e c a r;' etc..
Wode in 1976 also carried out another research project
of this ki.nd, Ishi s t ime on both Eng 1 i sh and German speaking
chi1dr en.
The purpose of the study was to address the following
questions:
1) Is L2 acquired in a developmental sequence?
2) Is there an ordered sequence of stages?
3) Are the developmental sequences the same for LI and
1, V] p Y»ri o V cq l~?
The data the author relied on came from his Kiel 
University, Germany Project on language acquisition. The 
project was a long-range endeavor aiming, ultimately, at an 
) integrat.ed theory o± 1 anguage acquisit.ion . The investigators 
-attempted to contrast systematical!y the acquisition of two 
different languages acquired as L2. The languages chosen 
were German and. Engl i sh. The data were obtained from both 
children with English as LI acquiring German as L2: and from 
children with German as Ll acquiring English as L2. The age 
range was roughly from d - 4 to 9-6. The data concerning the 
development of negation supported the view that L2 
acquisition follows developmental sequences, and these 
sequences are ordered.
A comparison of Wode’s data of children with German as 
Ll learning English as L2 by the investigater showed that 
the patterns were quite similar to the ones Ll learners 
revealed.
2.2.3. Research on adult second language learners
So far, the studies reported here have been 
investigations on children learning English negation.
The research carried out by Cancino, Rosansky, and Schumann 
in 1975, however, is something quite significant.
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These researchers studied the acquisition of English by
six Spanish speakers: two children, two adolescents and two
adults. This was the first study that looked specifically at
age differences in the rate of acquisition of language
forms. The purpose of the project was to establish
developmental sequences in the acquisition of English by
Spanish speakers. The investigators examined the negatives
and the interrogatives. The subjects were visited
approximately twice monthly for an hour over a period of ten
moths. All of the subjects had been in the United States
less than th ree months when the pro j eet started. The data
were collected in three ways: spontaneous speech recordings
of the subjects' conversations; experimental elicitations;
and pre-planned socio-linguistic interactions in which the
subjects were taken to parties, restaurants, etc., in order
to collect speech data in various natural situations. The
result of the data showed the following patterns of negation
development:
Step 1: Mo V (I no understand);
Step 2: Don't V (I don't like it);
Step 3: Aux(neg) V (You can't tell her)
Step 4: analysed Don't (He doesn't spin); etc..
Although not all of the subjects reached Step 4 in the
sequence, they all followed the same developmental pattern.
The significanee of the study is that the same deve1opmenta1
pattern was followed by all the subjects alike despite their
age differences and the exact nature of input. This speaks
strongly for common, if not universal, internal mechanisms
that operate in terms of rule formation and hypothesis
test!ng in language aequisition.
As could be seen from the above report of literature,
much of the interest of the researchers was in comparing the
developmental patterns of the acquisition of English
negation shown by second language learners to those found
in the original Klima and Bellugi study. The results clearly
show the following distinct stages shared by both first and
second 1anguage lea rners-
Stage 1:
[£LQnot- -nuc 1 eus] S. or [nuc 1 eus--nonot 1 S.
e.g. no sun shining; no wipe finger; etc..
Stage 2-
S—nominal —Aux(neg.) -—[predicatemain verb]
Aux (neg)- [negV. (neg)]
- neg-nono-—
V.( neg) can' tdon' t
e.g. he not little, he big; I not like it; etc.
Stage 3:
S —ominal —aux—[predicatemain verb]
aux—VF( erise) —V( aux) —neg
V( a u x)-»[ d o m o d a 1 V be]
e.g. that was not me; you can't have this; etc..
(see Klima and Bellugi, 1988).
From the .above review of previous studies on LI and L2
acquisition, at least two aspects of these data appear to be
noteworthy. First, L2 learners seem to pass through much the
same sequence of developmental stages as LI learners and
they produce with few exceptions—types of structures very
similar to those observab1e in first 1anguage acquisition.
Second, there is surprisingly little variation between L2
learners of different LI backgrounds. In fact, children
whose first languages are as different as German and
Japanese have been found to acquire English negation in very
similar ways.
2.3.Research on the learning of English negation by learners
in foreign language settings
Unlike the vast literature on the acquisition of
English negation by chiIdren and adults in a naturalistic
environment, research on the acquisition of Eng 1 ish
negation in a foreign setting is sparse. In .1978, Felix and
others carried out a research project that included negation
and interrogatives, on a group of German high school
stud e n ts 1e a rning Eng1is h as a foreign 1anguage.
During the eight-month observation, it was found that
in the acquisition of English negation, the students'
utterances showed maijy structural features which are also
known to characterize LI and naturalistic L2 learning. The
finding then led Felix to concluding that, contrary to the
popular belief, the way people learn a second language does
not totally depend on the conditions under which they are
exposed to the L2 data. Apparently, they are not equipped
with separate mechanisms to cope with different learning
situations; rather, there seems to be a universal and common
set of principles which are flexible enough to be adaptable
to the large number of conditions under which language
learning may take place, (see Felix, 1980)
2.4. Analytical methods of previous studies
Previous L2 and EFL studies have mainly taken the
direction of seeking for the subjects1 deve1opmenta1
patterns and comparing them with those shown by children who
acquire Eng1ish as their first 1anguage.
The studies reported here were done in either one or
two, or all three of the following ways:
1) 1 o n g i't u d i n a 1 ~ob s e r v a t i o n a 1;
2) on™ 11 le-spot e1icitaion; and
3) t r a n s 1 a t i o n.
When the concerned data were collected, different kinds
of errors and characteristic structures would be counted.
Researchers often classified subject as being at a certain
'stage'1 if he was found to use certain structures at a
certain period of time. In the acquisition of English
negation, for example, if a child is constantly found to put
the negative particle outside the whole sentence for a
considerable period of time, he is then said to be at the
early stage of acquisition of negation (see Dulay et al.,
1981).
The use of certain structures at a certain period of 
time has thus become a criterion for judging the kind of 
linguistic know ledge the learner is said to possess (Du lay & 
B u r t 19 81 ) , b e c a u s e t h e r e s e a r c h e r s b e 1 i e v e t h a t 1 e a r n e r s 
at different stages of acquisition produce different 
transitional constructions.
’When the errors were counted and the learner (s ) 
ciassi f 5 ed as being at. certain stage; the structures the 
1 earner!s) produced were then compared with the structures 
produced by LI learners. The similarities emerging from such 
a comparison so far have been considered to be the work of a 
'universal and common set of principles which are flexible 
enough to be adaptable to the large number of conditions 
under which language learning' may take place. ’ (Felix, 1980)
2.5. Summary
As has been shown in the above literature, there exists 
much simi1ar ity betwee 11 the de ve1opmenta1 pa11ern s shown by 
LI and L2 learners. Inspired by these studies and findings, 
the present researcher addressed the following two questions 
t h .r o u gh t h i s i n v e s t i g a t ion:
1. Do Chinese students learning English negation show 
develo pm e n t a .1 p a 11 e r n s ?
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2. Will the developmental patterns shown by the Chinese
students, if any, be similar to those reported in the
above literature for LI and other L2 learners?
A detailed description of the subjects, the
experimental task,' the data, etc., will be presented in the
next chci.p t e r.
oNote:
1. The term r interlanguage’ was first introduced by 
Selinker ( 1 y72) to refer to the separate nature of a. 
second language learner' language system, which has a 
structurally intermediate status between the native and 
the target language.
2. In 11 i e se e < o n d 1 a n gu age a c qu i s i 11o n lit er aiure,
re scare liars often use 1 stops ’ , * i.evels ' , and ’ stages1
to describe the learners’ developmental patterns. In 
the present thesis, "stage’ is more often used than 





A cross-sectional design was employed to collect data
from the Chinese students on their development of English
n e g a t i o n£ o r t h i s s t u d y.
A cross-sectional design is one where language data are
collected from a relatively large sample of learners at one
point in their language development. Burt, Buiay and Krashen
pointed out that such a design simulates actual development
over time by including many learners who are at different
stages of language development. They pointed out further
that if the sample is adequate and if appropriate analytical
requirements are met, then the language data collected may
be analysed to obtain acquisition orders which reflect the
characteristics of language systems developing over a period
of time. (Burt Bulay 1981)
Since the present researcher was on a two-year
postgraduate program in Hong Kong away from China and since
he could not go back and forth at will to his own country to
select the subjects for the study, a cross-sectional
research design thus seemed to be the best choice for an
in v e s t i g a t i o n  age acquisition at the moment when the 
whole pro j e c t w a s hei ng c o n e e i ve d .
The research was then carried out by administering a 
time-controlled translation task to different levels of 
students learning English as a foreign language. The final 
results of the study came our through analyzing the various 
types of errors that occurred in the sentences produced.
The analysis of learners > errors has been a primary 
focus of 1,2 research duririr the last two decades, especially 
since B . P i t Corner?s initial arguments for the s i g.n i f i c a n c e 
of learners’ errors (19671. This practice can also be seen 
clearly from the literature review in the last chapter.
Just as errors in child language acquisition have been 
used to explain how the child approaches the task of 
learning his native language, the recent concern of error 
analysis has been to try to infer, from second 1 angunge 
errors, the processes and strategies under which the learner 
learns.
However, the collection of data on learners ’ errors in 
the acquisition of specific grammatica1 structures is quite 
often a difficult matter, due to the fact that some learners 
are more treflactive' (Brown, 1973) . The fact that some 
learners may make more errors than others ms ay indicate only 
that they monitor their speech less. We cannot, therefore, 
conclude that their speech is less like the target language
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grammar than that of the speakers who cleverly avoid
specific syntactic structures and, therefore, make fewer
errors.
To so 1 ve this problem, the controlling of th.e
elieitation of specific grammatical constructions is thus of
paramount importance. Corder( 1973) proposed an elicitation
procedure which requires direct translation from the native
language to the target language. This method has proved
successful in studies conducted at Edinburgh and as Taylor
points out, has the advantage of
1) forcing the experimental subjects to attempt to form
a desired ta rget language st ructure, and
2) assuring that the subject understands the semantics
of the structure which he is required to produce.
Moreover, by forcing a subject to form a structure
which he has not completely mastered, the experimenter can
gain insights into how tile subject understands the language
to operate and how he organises new syntactic constructions
in his interlanguage. (see Taylor, 1975)
In fact, the use of a translation task to elicit
interlanguage data has proved successful in a number of
studies on the acquisition of English syntax (Taylor, 1975;
Ravem, 1968; Butterworth Hatch, 1978; etc.). These studies
also involved the investigation of- English negative
structures.
Fo11owing Corder's suggestions and the experience of
Taylor et al, a time-controlled direct translation task was
administered to the four groups of subjects in the present
s tudy.
The reason for a written rather than a spoke task to be
employed in the study was that oral responses might contain
numerous false starts, hesitations, and other performance
varlabels, which in turn would pose enormous diff.iculr.ics
for the final analysis of the data from such a large sample
of subjects, even though such performance variables might in
f a c t b e v e r v r e v e a 1 i n g.
The trans 1 a11 on t ask invo 1 ved not on 1 y timi ng cortred,
but also other factors, such as the instrumentation and
subject selection. These and others will be given a detailed
description in the sections that follow.
3.2. Subjects
The subjects for the present study were made up of four
groups of s tudent s. The first three groups were students
from a high school affiliated with the Shaanxi Normal
Coliege, Shaanxi Province, China. The fourth group were
first year students from the Xi'an Foreign Languages
Institute, Xii an, China. Each of the first three groups had 
43 subjects, the last group 40.
The researcher was fortunate enough to find natural 
classes Iron; four different grades in the two schools where 
the experiment took place. The first group f G .A . for short 
in the later chapters and tables) of the subjects were 
second year junior high school students. Their ages ranged 
I rom 12 - 1 3 years o .1 cl. Engl i sh became a conipu i sory course f or 
them as late the year before. That is to say, they had 
studied the target language for about, one year when the 
experiment was carried out. During the past year of English 
learning, they had four classes of English each week, each, 
class lasting 45 minutes. Except for the reading of new 
words and the text proper, their English class was almost 
exclusively conducted in Chinese- the explanation of grammar 
points and the classroom directions were given by the 
teacher in the subjects ’ native language. Heavy wr i tt-en 
exercises v?ere assigned to the students after each class as 
their home work. Virtually no spoken English was practiced 
outside class.
The second group (G.B.) . aging from 13-14, came from 
the third grade junior high while the third group (G.C. ) 
was from the second year senior high, aging 15-16. These two 
groups differed from the first group only by the fact that
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they respectively had two and four years of the same kind of
exposure to Eng1ish as described £or the first group.
The fourth group(G.D.), aging 17-21, however, were
quite different from the first three groups. This was a
group of English majors. They had six years of the kind of
exposure to the kind of English mentioned above before they
were enrolled into the Institute. The Institute offered
three courses to them in the first year: reading, listening
and speaking. UnliKe the English classes they used to have
i n h i g h s c h o o i, a 11 t h e c las s e s i n t h e I n s t i' 11 t e -7 e r e
conducted in English by their Chinese teachers. There would
also be one or two lectures by native English speaking
teachers every week. They had. both written and spoken
assignments as their homework. The students were highly
motivated to practice English with any partner they could
p o s s i b 1 y f i n d.
3.3. Inst rument
Expression of negation in English has a number of
focusses. People not only express negation through verbal
behaviors, but also through gestures, for example, shaking
heads. For the present study, the focus is only limited to
the sentences the students produced in their translation
task that were marked with sentence level negative features.
and with only Do and Be copula as negative operators. By
sentence level syntactic negation the researcher means that
the negation is achieved by the application of negation to
an eniire sentence, i.e., by us1ng the negative particle
NotNo, e.g., John is not at home; Smith does not work hard;
etc..
Included in the present study are the in I lowing tv nnp.
of negative sentences:
1. Negative dec1aratives;
2. Negative 1nterrog atives; and
3. N e g a t i v e i m p e r a t i v e s.
Negative interrogatives also include negative yesno
questions; negativewh-quest!ons; and tag questicns.
3.4. Description of the structures for the negative
sentences investigated
For the description of the structures of negative
declaratives, consider, first of all, the following pairs of
sentences:
1. a. Mr. Smith is a teacher.
b. Mr. Smith is not a teacher.
2. a . We have two classes of English every week.
b . We do not have two classes of English every week.
An examination of sentence lb. tells us that if the . 
copula. Be is the main verb of the sentence, the negative 
particle Not fo 11 ows the eopij. 1 a . An examination of sentence 
2 b tel"! 3 us that if there is not au.xii.iarv verb or Be 
copu.La present in 'the sent.ence , Do -support, is t-hen 
introduced to precede the negative particle and carry the 
+.pric;p marker in the sentence. Hence, we can clear.!..}/ see that 
English has a rule of post-auxiliary negation.
For the structure of yes/no questions, see the 
following examples:
1. a. Smith is not a teacher, 
b . Isn’t Smith a teacher?
2. a . We don’t have fwo c1asse s of Eng1i sh every week.
b. Don't we have two classes of English every week?
From the above sentences, we can see that to change a 
negative statement into a negative yes/no question, one must 
invert the positions of the sentence subject and the 
auxiliary (or Be copula), or front the auxiliary together
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with the negative particle to the initial position of the
sentence and contract the auxiliary (or Be copula) with the
negative partic1e.
For a description of negative wh-questions, cons i.der
the f o 11 owing pairs of sentences•
1.a. John is not happy.
b. Why isn't John happy?
2.a. They don't like this film,
b. Who don't like this film?
If we 1ook at these sentences carefu11y, we can see
that a difference in the function of the wh-word in the
sentences causes a difference in syntac11c structures: if
the wh-word focuses on the subject (2b.) it simply replaces
the subject in the sentence; if otherwise, besides the
provision of a wh-word at the initial position of the
sentence, one has to apply the same rules that change a
negative statement into a negative yesno question.
For the tag questions, see the following:
1.a. You are the teacher, aren't you?
b. You are not the teacher, are you?
2.a. Sarah has two books, doesn’t she?
b. Sarah doesn’t have two books, does she?
As can do seen above. the forming' of a tag Question 
requires the following to be done:
1. Cony the subject, any tense marker, and the first 
suxi i i?.ry ox r e c opu 1 a ax tor t he main sen nonce, it the re j s 
no auxiliary verb or copula B e D o  must be added.
2. Make the t.ng negative if the main sen fence is
ait i rrna t xve , and make the ha v nf f i rmat i ve i. f idle ma i n 
s e nt 0 n c c i s n e ?* a X i v e
Fina 1 iy , tlie s iructure of the negati ve impera.tives 
poses emits another picture•
Don’t bo late ! Don 11 talk with your roou l,h i u 11 I
We can see that the negative particle precedes all 
constituents in the verb phrase. There is a compulsory rule 
for the formation of negative imperatives: the Do-support





3.5. Data collection procedures
The 'translation task, composed of 57 Chinese sentences, 
(see Appendix 1} was given to the subjects in the hope of 
investigating their production of different negative forms, 
hence gaining an insight into what the deve1opmentai 
patterns of - English negation b .7 the subjects across 
d i f feren t pr o f i c i e n c y s may 1 ook 1 ike .
The Chinese sentences were previously recorded on a TDK 
DEQ 120u,s tape with an intervening pause of about 28-30 
seconds between each sentence. The control of timing was 
meant to elicit immediate, first impression responses from 
the subjects.
The stimulus sentences for the translation task were 
made sufficiently explicit, and straight-forward (see 
Appendix 1)to assure that identical abilities of the 
subjects would be tested as by a comparable spoken task. For 
this reason, the translation task contained only very basic 
vocabulary which the subjects had already learned.
The pre-recorded tape was 'played once to ensure equal 
pace of progress in die performance of the task by different 
classes of subjects. To minimise fatigue that might, affect 
the subjects’ mer 11a1 abilities, the task to be done„was 
limited to about 30 minutes.
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Test security was achieved by administering the task to
one whole class immediately after the other one had
finished.
3.6. Data analysis
3.6. Description of the data
me translation tasK acimirnstereo to t,ne .:u Djec t s
f i n a 11 y r e s u 11 e d i n 16 9 w r i 11 e n p a pe r s. D u e t o t h e f a i i u r e
of quite a. number of subjects to produce every sentence
required, 8520 sentences were finally counted. 1113 short of
the expected total. Nonetheless, 8520 sentences were quite
enough as a data base f or an inves tigation suci as 111e
p r e s e n t o n e.
3.6.2. Data analysis procedures
In the present study, the data was processed to examine
the charsicteris tic deveIopmental pa11erns, if any, shown by
the Chinese EFL learners as they progressed in the learning
of English negation. For this purpose, error analysis was
employed. The first step of this analysis vas to count the
errors for each type of negative sentences by the subjects.
Before doing this, the .researcher set up the following 
gene ra1 guideline s :
1. Only errors revealing the violation of the syntactic
rules in forming a negative sentence should he counted.
2. Wrong choices of vocabulary should be ignored.
3. Misspelling should be ignored.
4. Sentences with total loss of the negative particle
7be treated as unattempted sentences. •
As has been show in the Review of Literature, previous 
re sea rche r s have attempted to describe and finally shown the 
learners’1 systematic and ordered stages in the acquisition 
of English negation. In the present study, the data were 
processed and analysed to reveal if transitional stages 
similar to those for LI and. L2 learners would also appear 
when the Chinese students learned English negation.
The analysis of the transitional stages mainly focused 
on two aspects of negation formation, i.e., the position 
(placement) of the negative particle in the produced 
sentences and the use of Do/Be as negative operators. To 




1. Each paper was nume rica 11y mar ke d f rom 1~ 43 within
each prof iciency group;
2. The papers were examined and marked for errors
showing cases of incorrect Not-placement, non-use of
DoBe as negative operators, confusion errors between
DoBe, and errors showing confusion about tense and
case aspects of these two verbs.
3. The errors were then tooed under vgri cms
s e n t, e n c e t y p e s i n v•.? s t i g a t e d i n t h i s s t u d y i
i. The proportion of the above counted errors to the
total attempted sentences was calculated for each
group within each sentence type. This then resulted in
tables and figures showing the developmental trends
revealed by the subjects across different proficiency
i T j p, 1 3
The results wj. 11 be presented in detail in the next
chapter.
Notes.
1. Much acknowledgement should be paid to my fellow 
student, M r . Chen Jian-ping, with whom the present 
researcher discussed the design, the stimulus 
sentences, and detailed procedures, etc. for the 
present study,.
2. There have been quite a number of una ttempted 
sentences and sentences marked with no negative 
particle at a j. 1 in the data. An explorati on into the 
causes for such a p h e n o m enon might be revealing.
However, since the locus of the present study is not of 
s u ch a r i a t u r e , i t 1 s h o p e d t h a t f ut u re re sea. r e h mi g i \ r,
o f f e r 3 o m e e x p 1 anati c> n .
3. There are two reasons for the calculation of the
percentage of each type of errors against the total 
attempted sentences by each group: 1) although the
number of the first three groups of subjects was the 
same ? the fourth group consisted 40 ins tead of 43 
subjects; hence the total expected sentences and
a11emted sentences between the £irst three groups and 
the last one would be different; 2) due to the
difference in the students’ proficiency level, the 
numbers of the actual attempted sentences were also 




The results of the study hove confirmed the hypothesis
develop distinct t rare itional constructions in the learning 
of Eng 1i h neg'at ion and the patterns of the trare 1 • Liona 1 
constractions are quite similar to the ones reported for LI 
and other L2 learners. The results will be presented in 
detail in the following sections.
4.1. General patterns of errors
4.1.1. The general patterns in terms of Not-"-placement
The general patterns in terms of Not-piacement was 
achieved by calculating the percentage of errors showing 
cases of placing the negative particle Mot/Mo outside the 
sentence structure, to the total structural errors in each 
of the investigated sentence types, (sec Table 1.)
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Table 1
Percentage of Not-placement Errors to Total Errors
Sentence type No .of Not-placement % of Not-placement
Errors Errors to Total Errors
Neg.declarative 1 0.1h%
Neg.yes/no ques.* 3 0.4%
Neg.wh-q ue s . . 0 o
Tag ques. 2 0 '<4%
Neg.imperative. 78 35^7%
*Negative yes/no questions
ns can be seen from the above table, the a umber of
errors snowing cases of placing the negative particle
outside sentence nucleus is not great.An interesting
phenomenon can also be observed from the table, that is,
out of ail the 84 errors of this ki nd 78 of them occurred
in the negative imperative sentences. A tentative
explanation tor this wil l be offered later in the
next chapter.
4.1.2. The general patterns in terms of the use of Do/Be as 
negative operators
The general patterns in terms of the use of Do/Be as 
negative operators were captured in a similar way to that 
adopted in the calculation of NoT -placement errors, that 
is, errors of a certain kind within each .sentence type 
were calculated against the total structural errors which
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occurred within that same sentence type. The results of the
calculation are presented in the fo11owir 1 g tab1es:
Table 2
Percentage of Errors of Non~u.se of DOBe
Gentencetyp Moof Mon- useof
Do/Be Errore
Percentage of Noncuse ot















We can see from the above table that this type of
error consitutes a 1arge proportion in the data.
DoBe were absent 80.3% of the time in the negative
imperatives the students produced.
Table 3
Percentage of TV)Ee Corifus i on Errors to Tota 1 Errors

















It can be seen from the' above table that a
considerable percentage of sentences contained errors
showing cases of DoBe confusion.The low percentage of this
kind o£ errors in the negative imperative sentences inight
be acc oun t ed fnr by th e£ aet that 8 0.3% o£ the sen t e nce s
within this type did not have DoBe as negative orerators
at ail, hence the students were left with little chance to
m a k e t h i. s k i n d o£' e r r o r.
P e r c e ii t a p e o£ .i s W a s V e r e A r e (J o n£ u s i o n E r i o r s
to rl'ota 1 Errors
Sentence tvpe N o. o f C o n id i s i o n % o£ C o n f u s i o n s t o
m» TTi o t a i ii r r o r s
N e g. d e c 1 a r a t i v e
Meg.yesno ques.
N e g. wh- qu e s£ i o n s













Errors of this kind did not occur in a large
proportion in this data. This outcome could well have been
expect ed£ r om t he£ ac t tha t a large nuinber of Be copu 1 a as
negative sentence operator were in fact missing in the
produced sentences.
Table 5
Percentage of DoesDidjV Confusion Errors to Tota1 Errors
S e n t• e n t:• e t y t. e No. o f '1onT i!3i ons % o f C o 11£ it s i o n s t o
T o t a 1 E r r o r s
t] p o p -r v 0 t r 0
Neg.yesno ques.
N e g.wh-questions












Like 111e s 11,taati on vi th IsWasWeroAre con£usioii
errors, confusion errors about the tense and case aspects
of Do also hold a relatively small portion in the data,
since a large proportion of sentences actually did not have
Do as a negative operator at ail.
A summary of the general situation of the types of
errors can be seen from the figure below.
Figure 1. Percentage of Each Type of Errors to Total Errors
N o t- p lacemerit I WW At' Do e s D i d D o DoBe Non-use of Do Be
Errors Conf. Conf. Conf. as Operators
[ WW A C o n f.- 1. s W q s W e r e A r e• c o n f u s ion
From Figure 1 we can see that the difficulties for the
Chinese EFL learners in the learning of English negation do
not seem to lie so much in the posi toning of the negative
particle as in the area of auxiliary use: out of the five
sentence types investigated, only 2.6% errors showed cases
in v 1ii ch the st,iadents p 1 aced the negative particle ou tside
the rest of the sentence structures; while the rest of the
errors all concerned the use of some aspects of using DoBe
as negative operators: 54% errors showed non- use of Do/Be;
33.8% were DoBe confusion errors; 4.5% were
Is/Was/Were/Are confusion errors; and 4.9% were DoesDidDo
confusion errors.
The above tables and figure only show the general
situation of the major genre of errors in the data. The
following shows a detailed description of the results
reflecting the students' transitional patterns in terms of
their proficiency.1eve1s.
4.2. General transitional patterns in terms of the
learners' proficiency level
4.2.1. Transitional patterns of Not-placement
T ab1e G
Transitional Pattern of Not;-placement
Group No,
of os.
of Not-p 1 acemeni
Rrrnrs
% of Not-placement Errors












It can be seen from'the above table that as the
students went higher in grade, they made fewer errors in
respect of Not-placement. This direct decrease in
proportion to the students' proficiency level is also
reflected in the percentage of attempted sentences to the
total expected sentences (see Appendix 4).
4.2.2. General transitional patterns in the use of DoBe as
negative operators
T h e g e n e r a 1 t r a nsi tio n a 1 patter n s i n t h e u s e o f Do Be
as negative operators in each sentence type for each group
include the percentage of Mori-use of Do Bp. DoBe confusion
errors, T sWasWereAre confusion errors, and DoesDidDo
coniusion errors, to the tota1 attempted sentences produced
by each group. The following figures will then show these
r e s u 11 s:
Figure 2. Transit.ional Pattern in Term of Non~use of DoBe
From the above figure we can see that as the students
progressed in the learning of English, they used made more
attempts at using Do,Be as negative operators, that is to
say, the higher the students' proficiency level, the fewer
the cases of non-use of DoBe.
Figure 3. Transitional Patterns in Terms of DoBe Confusion
Unlike the situation with errors showing cases of
non-use of Do Re, the case with errors showing DoBe
confusion is not however, directly re1ated to the students'
proficiency levels: Although there is a sharp decline from
Group B bo C and D, there is an increase of 14% to 22.2% of
confusions from Group A to B. This seems to show that
within these two levels, the more advanced students tend to
make more confusion errors about DoBe.
In respect of I 5 Wa 5 W e r e A r e confusion errors,,
similar transitional pattern was also found for DoBe
confusion errors: Within the first two groups, the second
group (G. E.) rnade more conf us i on ar ror s than the f i r s t
group (G.A.). However, either from Group A or from Group B,
to the last two groups, there was a sharp decline in the.
percentage of confusion errors. See the following figure:
Figure 4. Transitional Pattern in Terms of IsWasWereAre




A B r D
The transitional pattern in terms of DoesPidDo
confusion errors is also similar to the previously
described two transitional patterns. Within the first two
groups, the students tended to make more errors of
confusion as they went on to a higher level of language
proficiency. This tendency started to subside from the
second group on, but not enough to be lower than that with
the first group. See the following figure.
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4.3. Comparison of the results of the present study to some
of the data from the previous research
Table 7
Comparison of the Transitional Constructions for Chinese
E.FL Learners with Those for LI and Other L2 Learners
L1 ac q uisition L,2 acauisition-A !ii u d a t a
(Kliina Bellugi) L1~ N o r w e g i a n (R a v e rn, 1974) Li 1~ Ch i ne s e( Hou)
Step 1
S-[non ot]-Nuc1eus-[nonot]
e.g. No wipe finger.
N o t a t e d d y b e a r.
N o t 1 i k e i t n o w
N o t r e a d v.
No, no iiKe it.
M o t e a. t t h e fish!
Not sit on floor!





A u x- N o N o t D o n' t
e.g. He not little, he big.
I no bite you.
I n o t t h i s w a v.
1 n o t, 1 i k e t h a t.
I not tired.
M y f a t h e r n o t he r e.
Step 3
S-Nom-Aux-[P red!c ate d
Main Verb]
Aux-T-V(aux)-(Neg)
e.g. No, I didn't.
You can't have
have it back.
You are not playing it. Jack is not strong.
No, they are not white. My father is not ill
From the above table, we can see that there appear to
be three distinct stages for the learning of English•
negation by the Chinese EFL learners. However, something
remarkable about, the first stage for the EFL learners
should be noticed here: that is, almost all the errors
showing cases of outside-sentence-structure positioning of
the negative particle HpNot occurred in the negative
imperatives of the'present data. However, it is difficult
at this moment to make comparisons regarding the first
stages in the present data to that in the previous data
beyond a superficial level, since it is unknown what the
the exact intentions of the speech sample were when the
previous data were collected.
4.4. Summary of the results.
1. The results of the study showed that the Chinese
EFL learners develop distinct transitional patterns in the
learning of English negation;
2. The transitional constructions the Chinese EFL
learners produced are quite similar to those reported for
LI and other L2 learners;
3. Though data for an earlier stage was not availaHe
for the present study, however, at least at this stage, in
- the-learning of English negation, difficulties for the
Chinese EFL learners do not seem to lie in the area of
N o t- p .1 a c ement as in the use of DoBe as negative operators.
4. The percentage of misplacing N o t lNoin the negative 
sentences is in direct proportion to the studentsJ 
proficiency level, that is to say, the higher the
proi iciency 1evei, the f ewer the mispiacements:
5. In the use of as negative operators,
difficulties seem to presen  th mseives a t two di f f erent 
levels: 1) use/non-use of Do-suuport and Be copula: 2)
confusion about no/Be as operators in she formation of 
negative sentences together with confusion about the tense 
and case for these two verbs.
o. In th e use of1 Do- support and Bq copula, the 
percentage oi cases of non-use of Do/Be as negative 
operators in reverse proportion to the students* 
proficiency level: the higher the students’ proficiency
level, the £ ewer the errors of this kind; and
7. In the area of confusion about Do/Be as operators 
of form i n g ative sentences and the proper tense and case 
aspect attached to them, "the genera I tendency is that, 
although th e r e  a sharp decrease of errors from Group A■ 
to Group D, th e r e  also a moderate increase of errors 
from Group A to Group B on the surface, suggesting that 
this might be due to the fact that Group B students began 
at this stage to use Do and Be more often and henc  had 




Previous studies of the acquisition of English
negat-ion by L1 and L2 iearners were main 1 y focused on tiie
aspects of N;~~vt.--c-1 aconent and. the use of auxii inries in the
formation of English negative sentences; and depict.ed the
general characteristic patterns by LI and other L2 learners
( see Literature Preview, Chapter 2). As an attempt to find
evidence for cartain universa1 princip1es under1ying the
human 1 earning mechanisms irrespective to the various
environments surrounding the learners, the present
researcher was also engaged in probing into the patterns
and stages the Chinese EEL learners might show in the
process of acquiring English negation through a study of
the Not-placenent and use of DoBe as negative operators.
Hence, the following discussion will be centered on two
areas: 1) a discussion of transitional stages in terms of
Mot-placement; 2) and a discussion of transitional stages
in terms of the use of DoBe as negative operators.
5.1. Discussion of the transitional stages in terms of
Hot-placement
Klima and Bellugi's pioneering study on the
acquisition of English negation by three LI learners has
depicted rules for three major stages, (see Literature
R e v i e w, 0 h a p t e r 2).
The results of the Klima and Bel lugi study showed that
in the first stage the three children put MoNot outside
the whole sentence structures. However, differences in the
Investigated sentence structures and the exact intentions
of the children when thev uttered these sentences have not
yet been explicit from the data.
The findings of the present study also show that
placing the negative particle NotNo outside the sentence
nucleus mainly occurred to Group A students,i.ethe lowest
group (see Table 6. in Chapter 4.). However, it is
nonetheless noteworthy that almost all the errors of this
kind occurred in the negative imperatives (see Table 1. in
Chapter 4), suggesting that there seemed to be a
sentence-structure bias toward committing this kind of
errors.
Tentative explanation for a result such as thisvcannot
be achieved until a brief look at the structure of negative
imperative itself is taken and a reference to the number of
cases showing non-use of Do-support and Jk copula by the
students is made.
Take, as an example, the following two sentences:
a. Don't be late! b. He is not late!
An examination of these two sentences reveals chat the
rule of Hot-placement operates differently in negative
imperatives than in non-imperatives, that is, even when the
copula is the main verb, the negative particle precedes
all constituents in the verb phrase. Also the Do-support
rule must always be applied in all negative imperative
sentences. When this structure is considered along with the
great number of cases showing non-use of Do-support and Be
copula by Group A students, it is then not difficult to see
that the students at this level were not having as much
trouble with where to put the negative particle as with
one aspect of auxiliary use: they failed to apply
Do-support as a necessary operator in forming a negative
imperative sentence, thus resulting in a large number of
imperative sentences with the negative particle NoNot at
their sentence head, such as:
Not eat fish now! Not lazy!
In fact, the placing of the negative particle in the 
sentence initial position in nega.11 ve impera lives c an
ardly be called a misplacement by the students in the 
present case. Judging from the structure of the negative 
imperative in English, we can see that N ,,t /No belongs 
towa.ro. s the r rent position anyway, when the fuller 
s e n t e n c e s a r e d e v e 1 o p e d .
m i s  tentative suggestion actually gains strong 
support from the fact, that in all the erroneous negative 
imperative sentences the students produced, none of them 
had a negative particle at the end.
Hence, what might on the surface be called an 
construction characteristic of the first developmental 
stage as compared to the LI and other L2 data, is in fact a 
result of the second developmental stage: the students had
already mastered the positioning of the negative particle, 
but still failed to apply Do/Be as negative operators to a 
large number of sentences they produced.
If this is true, we can then predict the situation 
with the non™ imperatives . First, see the foil owing' 
sentences:
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1. Peter does not work on a farm.
2. She is not Chinese.
The prediction will be that, if the students knew
where to put the negative particle, but not the equally
necessary condition of supplying Do-support in sentence 1
and copula in sentence 2, as negative operators they
wouid reduce tie above sentences to:
3. Peter not work on a farm.
4. She not Chin ese.
This was in fact what exactly happened to the bulk of
the erroneous non-imperative sentences in the data:
They not English students;
My parents not work in the factory; and
Miss Zheng not teach- French; etc..
The low percentage of errors regarding Hot-
misplacement as compared to other types of errors tends to
suggest that
1) NotNo as negative particle was developed qudte
early in the students' acquisition of English negation. It
can be seen from Figure 1 that among the total structural
errors, only 2.6% were errors showing positioning of NoNot
outside sentence nucleus;
2) consciously or unconsciously the Chinese EEL
learners might have been facilitated by the fact that the
position of negation in English is quite similar to that in
C h i n e s e, t h e i r n a 11 v e 1 a n g u a g e.
To illustrate this point-, a brief description of the




AuxT( ens e)~ V( aux)- Ne g
e.g. I do not like it.
Chineso
e.g. I not, like it.
From the above examples, it is then not hard to see
that the negators NoNot in the two language negative
structures occupy almost exactly the same place: both are
placed in between the subject noun-phrase and the verb
phrase. Hence, a possible and tentative explanation for the
comparative success of the investigated Chinese EEL~
learners in placing the English negator in the task
sentences might be that the learners were to a great extent
i acilitated by their prior 1.inguistic know 1 edge, that is, a
knowledge about their native language.
5.2. Discussion of. the transitional stages in terms of the
use of iQsBe as negative operators
Apart from the research on the position of Mot, 'ho,
previous studies have also looked into the situation of
auxiliary use in the learners' acquisition of English
negation. As an attempt for a possible comparison, the
present studv also addressed some issues in this area.
The se inc1ude•
1) non-use of DoBe as negative operators;
2) Do v.s. Be confusion; and
3) tense and case confusion in respect to DoBe.
5.2.1. Non-use of DoBe
Errors of showing cases of non-use of DoBe
constitutes the largest proportion among the total
structural errors (see Figure 1., in Chapter 4.) and across
all sentence types (see Table 2. in Chapter 4.). The
transitional pattern for these errors is distinct. Group A
made more errors of this kind than Group B; Group B more
than Group C; and Group C more than Group D (see Figure
2.in the last chapter), suggesting clearly that the higher
the students' proficiency leve1, the fewer the mistakes.
5.2.2. DoBe confusion
Do/Be cenfasten refers do errors resulting from
failure by the. students to decide whether to use Do-support
or Be copu1a as an operator. or when such a decision was ca11ed
for. Some typical erroneous sentences from the data can
serve as examp1es here:
a. Miss 2heng is not teach French.
b. My grandma don11 farmer.
c. They don't American students.
The proportion of this kind of errors ranks second out
of the total structural errors the students made (see
Figure 1. Chapter 4).
Unlike the general decrea.se of errors from Group A to
Group D in respect to non-use of DoBe. the pattern in this
area is not, however, an uninterrupted decline as
proficiency level increases:from Group A to Group B the
percentage of confusion errors doubles . A similar
enomenon also happened to tense and case aspects of Do /Be 
as negative operators. Hence, ton tat ive oxpian ation will 
not be presented until the latter si tu ait ion is briefly 
d 0 s c r 1 b 0 d
5.2,3. Tense and case confusion with Be copula
This type of confusion error refers to errors made 
when the students could not apply proper tense and case to 
Be cepu 1 a when :i t. was used as a negative operator. This can 
be exemplified by the following sentences from the data;
a. These girls isn’t in teres ted in sports.
b . We were not Chinese students.
c. They was not American students.
Confusion of this kind do not count for many of the 
errors in the overall total(see Figure 1. Chaper 4). Like 
the transitional pattern in Do/Be confusion errors, there 
is also an increase of almost twice the number of this kind 
of errors from Group A to Group B (see Figure 4. Chapter 
4 ) .
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5.2.4. Tense and case confusion with Do-support
Tense and case confusion with DO -support refers to
errors resulted in inappropriate use of tense and case when
they were applied to I)o- support as a negati ve operato r. The
following sentences show us an example:
a. Your father don't factory work.
b. Y ou didn't 1ike Chine se class (the ex pec ted
sentence being You don 5 t i ike Chiriese ciass, do
you.)
c. Miss Z11eng d on' t t. each Fr enc h.
This type of error also represents a small proportion
out of the total structural errors (see Figure 1. in the
last chapter). There was also an increase of this type of
errors from Group A to Group B.
The above brief description of the data appears to
reveal the following:
There are distinct transitional stages in the
students' development of English negation;
1. The first transitional stage concerns the position
of the negative operator; students tended to focus their
attention on the negative operator before starting to take
notice of Do-support, Be copula, tense and case problems,
as was evidenced by a great number of cases of showing
non-use of DoBe in the data.
2. Tine second stage occurs winen 1 ea rners begin to
t O O Li S on t flO 1 ;p O O±! 1 X 1[ i a v} O X- Q JD 7: c; 4 rn r- y v r v cr
in the use of Do .Be and in the proper use of tense and case
with t. hese auxillarie s.
However, the apparent increase of confusion errors
from Group A to Group B does not suggest a collapse of
language competence of Group B students; rather, it is a
further evidence showing tha t at this stage the st• udent s
started making more attempts at using the auxiliaries as
negative operators in the sentences they produced, thus,
having more chances of making confusion errors.
What has been discussed above tends to suggest that in
the acquisition of English negation, the Chinese learners
picked up the different formation rules one at a time:
they mastered the position of the negative particle before
attending to other negative features.
The relatively early development for these particular
students concerning the positioning of the negative
particle, .as evidenced by the present data, suggests that
the students might 11ave been faci1itated by the topologiea1
closeness between the position of negative particle in
English and the position of negative particle in Chinese.
However, without data from an even earlier developmental
stage, no definite conc1usion can be drawn regarding the
actua 1 prooes ses s trategi.es inf 1 uences that. ini ght have
w o i: k e d o u t a r e s u 11 s u c h a s t h e p a? e s e n t o n e.
5.3. Discussion of the transitional stages for the Chinese
EFL learners as compared to LI and other L2 data
Apparently there has emerged from the data three main
transitional stages for the Chinese EFL learners in this
study. The first stage seemed to be one at which students
appeared to place the negative particle 'outside' the rest
of the sentence structure; the second, one at which the
students placed the negative particle in its proper
position but missed a large portion of Oil-supports and Oil
copulas; and the third, one at which the students began to
suppIv Do-support and Bo copula where necessary, but were
still occasionally confused in deciding which was which and
what tense and case should be attached.
The juxtaposition o f' ample data frem the present
study to previja:;: Ll and ottn-r L2 dai.a at the end of the
.1 3 :Vf. C hapt V t' vv I-11 L t!!. !'J i!'•} 1: cj.d'i L hi 3 P O L W0 0 11 t10
t V' T«•; 1 t'' t: n i%') r s S 1' r 1•'('• I i i r» c; Mi'{' M! p,,• p h' j.r I i. V• W-»- ct v x-«v-•——•---—« A K—' .A..' .4. A a. k V-. J! a• 4. -t. A i -v.. a... -i- A,.J 'v.. .1. i A.—„ A;
those ay L.:i and the r an learnr rs are oui.he 'tv i »a -a
liO Wt' ''-j!.!.!'] j• K t]} 3 L I,! it N P t'r- f.»hi C PHI 0- 1'] 1. I'D-• i, I'll S i. M
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g h t. a.
As has be an sent h'sned prev iousiy, ;a out of 84 oases
of p 18ci.nf.-y ine rici i- i v0 00 rt ;i 01 cib pfur initj.cil p jsi lin
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reflecting' non -use of Do Re also occurred in the same
sentence type. Hence. it is not difficult to visualize what
the following noga t i. v«s Imperative sentences may look like
uYien the auxi 1 i ary I s a bont•
Don? t st t on t-ne f 1 oor' Not sit on the floor;
This might suggest to us that what appears to be
simi1ar Stage I errors by the C11inese EFL 1earners compared
to the errors made by Ll and other L2 learners might be a
red-herring: the final placement of the negative particle
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EFL learners might in actuality be a result of errors
characteristic of the second developmental stage which has
been repeatedly reported to be marked with large number of
cases showing absence of auxiliaries. Henee, fina1 c1a1m
for similarity can only be made for the last two stages for
Several factors might have played a role in the
o uteome of the t ran sitiona1 stages s o far depict e d.
1) P sycho1o gica11y. the 1earners seemed to make
special use of the operating principles they bring to the
task of 1earning Eng1ish negation.
First, they tried to look for the grammatical markers
that 2.ndicate underlying semantic distinctions c1ear1y and
make s e m a n t i c s e n s e( S1 o b i. n, 19 7 3). I n t h e 1 e a r n i n g o f
English negation, the learners at the beginning stage
were probably trying to find a grammatical marker to
indicate that a negative sentence was a negative sentence,
in this case, the application of the negative partic1e
NotNo. The result was that they used NotNo in all the
sentences they produced.
2) However, at the same time that they learned the
rule of applying NoMot in the formation of English
negative sentences, they seemed also to be aware that this
rule was not enough: you have to put the negator in its
proper pos i tion. At this st.age, whether consciously or not,
the students might have made comparison between the
position of the English negator and that of the Chinese
language. their prior knowledge of L1 now seemed to begin
to play a part. As FCe Herman (1983) has suggested, the
general topological closeness of LI to L2 would be
capitai ised on by 1 earriers as the resu 11 of a re.1 ative 1 y
immediate opportunity to identify cognate forms and
structures across the two languages. The previous brief
description of Chinese arid Ei•«g 1 ish negative systems 1ias
shown that as far as the position of the negator is
concerned, the two structures are quite close to one
another. Hence, as a natural by-product of this opportunity
to make these associations, mastering the use of English
negative particle NoHot was very much facilitated for the
Chinese EFL students. And that is probably why so few
errors reflecting incorrect Hot-placeIment occurred in the
data at all
In fact, Hammarberg (1979) made a similar point,
through an analysis of negation data for L2 Swedish.
Hammarberg shows that the initial point taken up by the
learner on the sequence of L2 negation acquisition will
depend on the form of negation in the learners' LI. Some of
tin e A n g 1 o ph o n e 1 e a r n e r s i n H arnrn a r berg' s s am pie s t a r t e d a t
the second stage which closely resembled English syntax.
Hammarberg admits that it is conceivable that the English
speakers might have already passed through Stage 1 by the
time they came to be tested, but he clearly prefers to
explain the data through the greater similarity of English
and Swed i sh nega.t i on syntax.
In the present study, however, it might also be
possible to claim that the subjects had already passed the
first stage in their development of itngnsn negation. But
the past experience of the present researcher in teaching
beginning EFL learners in China showed that in fact very
few students actually placed the negative particle outside
the sentence nucleus even at the time when they were first
introduced to English negation. Therefore, the topological
closeness of English and Chinese negations might well
explain the fact that relatively few errors reflecting
incorrect positioning of the negative particle in the
present data occurred in the present data.
3) The large number of cases showing non-use of -DoBe
in the present data might also suggest the existence of a
possible LI influence, however, other studies of learners
whose n a t i v e 1 a n g u. a g e s h a v e such c o m p a r a b 1 e n e g a five
operators to English have also shown that these learners
too missed a large number of auxiliaries when they first
learned Eng1ish as•L2 (see Literature Review, C11apter 2).
Besides, the errors made by the Chinese EFL learners at
this stage are quite similar to the errors made bv learners
of various Language backgrounds as reported in the previous
researcn._ iie degree ot slmrlarity ls great enougn to thus
suggest that there might really be some universal
processes iri 1 earr. ing the st ructures of Eng 1 i s 11 negation no
mafter whether they are learned as LI or L2, or as a
f o r e igrs 1 an gua ge.
As has been mentioned in the Literature Review,
Chapter 2,Felix in his 1980 study on German middle school
students learning English as a foreign language pointed
out that learners learning English tend to follow similar
processes to LI and other L2 learners under naturalistic
environment in their development of negation. Thus he
concluded that the way people learn a second languages does
not totally depend on the circumstances under which they
are exposed to the L2 input. Hence, he concluded that
foreign language learners may not be equipped with separate
mechanisms to cope with various learning situations;
rather, there appeared be a set of universal and common
principles which are flexible enough to be adapted to the
great number of conditions under which the task of language
1.o3.tnin 3 i 3 jpGxx oxrngci As 3 rg sii 1 1i f gA s s' i'y r»V j x
suggested that successful foreign language teaching
obv 1.ous 1 v rieeds io take i 111o con s i de ra t ion the na111ra 1.
3 v o»- it p 0 y,] irni f-g r X y 2 G 0'»_ 3 11 ':rl 1 G 3 i. 3 v G 1 l 3 3 r- f I 1.1 t f 0 S'
nrOC0S£l 0 .3 V'3 iXl'lf J rGct t IT13S t'~ 'V »j f j V y j -j{ j rHOSt 1 i b si V
JC G IT1 ci -1 hi IX 11 ii el L 2 '.2 1 2 G tl- If' 3 V„ H 0'' J. X 1 H 1
4) r HG L. X TJG O t? 0 2? 70 IT M r: f L G C t A tX£? L ill G X IIO O 1 T G C X 1.1 8 G O A
D cBe as nega five operato rs seemed t. o revea1 that 111 e
1 e a r n v s w e r e? i s S. ri g a n o 111 e r o p e r .a t i. n g p r 1 n c i p 1 e w h i c h
involves the mapping of ideas onto the language form the
1 srnprc nv-Adnrn.-.d( cs .-a tr,(]} r: -1;;()[ r, yr! p 7 7) T f i t.he' nppcpn F.
c t niiu d I a 5 si.- r -a m r 4 k on i, e- ,s_. fs« t n o r M O X fi d 1 T. t) Ol 1 tl
considering whether the7 were in correct form or not, so
long as they were thought to serve the purpose of helping
to mark a sentence as negative. 'In the learners quest for
semantic coherence, they may at this stage tend to look for
one-to-one mappings between ideas -and linguistic units.'
(Chen,1986) The c ompara lively large percentage of boBe
c o n f u s i o n e r r o r s a. n d t e n s e c a so con f u s i on errors c 1 e a r 1 v
show that during this stage the learners simply pick up one
one out of the two operators at hand to stand for other
terms so long as they were'assumed to function as negative 
operators.
Thus, the signif iounce of the present study lies in 
two facts:
1) tha t its r a m  Its, despite the fact that the study
who 1 s* a m e n  the target ] •> n pun c^r* ■? ■> p d ^ r ^  ^ 1 11 .q +•. i n n PcW p- 
tot a 1 1 y cl i tie re n t i rom r: a tura L ± s t i o Jonnunne ncouie i <■ \ n n 
have nonetheless offered further evidence for the theories 
POS i t. .1 P.g f O r 0.11 t VO r S a. 1 r>yr<r'r-> 5 see i n r.f t *, H f, 9 "-Vo u 1 1 r.' o r> |
hi that in 11 no with Felixes suggestion about- f oreign 
language foech.Lnn . as has teen mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, the study has shod some new light on the whole 
concent about Etc in the classroom.
5.4. Discussion of major limitations of the study
The present study was based on an orally presented 
task requiring written translation from the Chinese oral 
semantic cues into English sentences. The resulting data 
has been thus used to help to identify transit iona1 
patterns for the Chinese EFL learners in the development of 
Engli sh negat ion . And conse'qu en11 y , cer tain interost ing 
patterns did emerge from the data to show that despite the
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fact that Chinese EFL learners learn their target language
under a totally different environment, they still pass
similar transitional stages to the ones observed for LI and
L 2 1 e a r n e r s u n d e r n a t u r a 1 i s t i c 1 a n g u a g e e n v i r o n m e n t.
However, as it is always the case with any kind of
experiment, whether it is in natural or social sciences, no
matter how much effort is spent on the design of the
e x p e r i m e n t, t h e s e 1 e c t i o r i o f m a t e r i. a 1 s, t h e c o n t r o 1 o f
testing procedures and the analysis of the data, there are
bound to be problems and limitations. The present researchMM
i s n o e x c e p t i o n.
It has been pointed out by Burt and Bui ay in 1981
that data generated by natural communication tasks and
those by linguistic manipulation tasks do not seem to be
directly related. While the former reflect the learners'
attempts to communicate an idea or opinion to someone
rather than the language forms themselves, the latter may
show the students' performance of the linguistic
manipulation required by the task. Hence, the present study
might be heavily biased by the translation task itself.
However, as has been shown in Chapter 2 of this study,
quite a number of researchers, have also adopted various
kinds of translation techniques in their studies andhave
proven that these tasks were quite successful in revealing
their sub je cts1 transition ai pat1e rns in the 1ear nin g oi
English negation. Thus, the technique used in the present
study has gained support from the previous research
projects.
The poss ib 1 e i imit at ion due to t he maniuiated task
may be compensated by the in i.qu.: ness of tiie s i 11iation. iri
China. As has been noted in the brief description the
subjects and their .i. earning environment, three things can
be said to be characteristic of the Chinese EEL learners'
1) Their English classes are heavily centered on the
1 e a r n i n g o f b a s i c s y n t a c t, 1 c s t r u c t u r e s;
2) Many have virtualLy no opportunity to talk to any
English speaking people inout of class;
3) The only substantial practice they have on English
is mostly through written exercises which often comprise
only t r a n. s 1 a t i o n t a s k s.
So conditioned by the environment of this kind that it
is little wonder that only when the students are confronted
with written tasks would they feel at ease. Therefore, no
ma11er how unna11xra1 a translation task is for 1earners of
English in a host country, i t proves to be natura 1 t.o a
considerable degree for the unique situation in which the
Chinese EFL learners are involved. And--important is the 
fact the translation task was timed to make the students' 
responses as spontaneous as possible so that their actual 
proficiency would be more likely tapped.
Another 1 imi ta tion of the present proj e c t  
the scope of the study. Due to the limited resources of 
time, money, and knowledge of the researcher, Ine focus of 
the research was on 1 y on t he transit i on si pattcr n s nf 
Mot-placement and the use of I)o~suppot and Be copulas.
Other aspects of English negation may have aireadv been 
presented to the students by the time the data were 
collected. And a study of ahem will possibly reveal more 
interesting facts about the learning of negation as a whole 
by the Chinese EFL learners.
Another limitation of the present study mav be that at 
the t.ime the task was presented to the subjects, some of 
them mignt have already gone through their first 
transitional stage. This possibility might be due to the 
fact that before the translation task was actually 
adrainistered to the subjects, the researcher selected five 
first junior high school students as field testees from the 
school where the experiment was to be carried out. Simple 
as it is , the task proved to be too diffi cu11 for these
five chi 1 dren since struc 1 -ures .1 ike tag question had not
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yet. been i r 11roduced to them. As a resu 1t, the re searcher
took a class one year senior to the five sampled students
as tile 1 owes t star 11 ng sub.j ect group to ensure t ha t Liie
stud e ri t s h a d b e e n a t 1 e a s t e x p o s e d t o a 1 i t h e s t r u c t u r e s
addressed in the last. Thus, it might be possible that some
of the subjects might already be at the second
deve Lo men t a L s t e, o when the v were t.6s t e ci. I f 1 hi s'•• 1 rue
it m 1 e;ht. c sens:; extent account for the fact that few
s t u d e n t s m i s pi a c e d t li e i i e g a t i v e p a r t i c 1 e i r i t h e s e n t e n c e s
t h e y p r c d u c e 1.
Another 1 i m.i tat ion of; ie stud' may be due to the fast
that the oral 1 as appoed to wr.i.tten) mode as stimulus for
immediate trans]at Lor. for the present research might have
caught a large number of -the subjects by surprise. Their
teachers said that they seldom had exercises as such. As a
result, quite a number of sentences were left unattempted
at all. However,• the failure to keep pace did not seem to
favor any particular sentence type (see Table 1, in the
last chapter). This might suggest that the control of time
was at a fair level throughout the experiment.
Still another limitation of the present study is that
there might be some questions concerning the use of
isolated sentences as the stimulus source for the
translation task. As has been pointed out previously, this
was partially due to the limited resources of time and
knowledge of the researcher. Another reason is that a
communication task woula have taken quite a Iong ti me wi th
a sample as big as the present one. Also, considering the
unique situation of learning and teaching in China,,
students wou1d 11ave been so much surprised and baff1ed at a
more communicative task that what they probably cor eld have
produce cl !n 1. g 1i1 }.ave been at best f a 1 se s t..arts an.1
he sitatio r i s; i 11 ese obvious1y wo aid be a disaste r for a
s111dy tiiat, focused on particu 1 ar syntactic structures as
the present one did. In fact, the similarity between the
'errors made by the Chinese EFL learners and the ones made
by LI and other L2 learners, despite the difference in the
e 1 icitation tasks, all the more convincinp 1 v suf?pes ts 111a t
there might be universal processes underlying trie
acquisition of language; and that the translation task for
the present study did not fail in much of its intended
purpose.
One more limitation of the present study is that since
the original focus of the research was on comparing the
over all transitional patterns for the Chinese EFL learners
to the previously reported patterns for LI and other L2
learners, the researcher has not done any statistical
analysis to reveal the inner group variation patterns in
terms of the students' individual proficiency level.
However, a quick look at the coding sheets for the
students' errors shows that errors typical of one
developmental stage are fairly evenly spread out within a
p a r t i c u 1 a r g r o 11 p o f s u b j e c t s.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1. Major findings of the present study
J r O i W i H f' S• imn-H2 3 f .c~ t• 0 r 51 r 1 v l 'I?} j' p i-r• i' r•-
t, -j n v:
1){ to 1 s c tendency tnior$• c 11 1?} io0s'-i j- r?7,
in hue icquis i f ion of English riega lion ind i catlap, that the
lowest group of subjects tended to put the negatve
particle No ]tf ou t. side b he rest of the sen tone c
structure.
However, almost all trie '-errors ref] ect i rip; the
outside-sentence-s tructure positioning of the no gat i ve
particle occurred in the negative imperative senPeaces the
s• t u d e rt13 p r o d u c e d, s u g g e s t i 11 g 1;. 1 1 a t h e r e n 1 i g h t. b e a
seritenee- structure bias towards ti 1 e outcome such as this.
The bias of the kind mentioned above is thought to be
due to the fact, that what the lowest, subject group might be
lacking at thin stage is probably not a knowledge of where
to place the negative particle, but rather, a knowledge of
how to use DoBe as negative sentence opera tors. This; is a
failure that is characteristic of what has often been
recognised as the second developmental stage in the
acquisition of English negation.
2) I n t h e f o 11 o w i n g s t a g e, t h e s t u d e n t s b e g a n t o p u t
the negative particle inside the sentence structure, '.'hat
is, in between the s11b ject noun phrase and the vort
ph r a s e.
However, the tendency a t this stage was that the
negative sentences the students produced missed quit- a
1 a r g e n u m b e r o;!' D o a 11 d Be f o r m s.
3) At the third stage, DoBe began to appear in the
P r o d u c e d s e n t e n c e s. H o w e v e r, t h e s t u d e n t s t e n d e d, a t t h i s
s t a g e, t o s 11 o w e o n f u s ion b e t w e e n t h e s e p a r a t e f u n c' t i o n::: a f
them as negative sentence operators.They were also
uncertain about the use of proper tense and case for these
two verbs.
The transitional patterns in terms of DoBe and tense
and case confusion, as stated in 3) are not quite in direct
proportion to the students' proficiency level as those in
terms of Not-placement and and non-use of DoBe, suggesting
a result of more attempts of trying to use Do and Ee as
n e g a t i v e s e n t e i1 c e o p e r a t o r s b y G r o u p B s t u d e n t s.
As can be noticed, except for the fact that almost ail
the cases showing outside-sentence-structure positioning of
the negative particle were centered in the negative
imperatives, the findings of the present study turn out
to be quite similar to the findings the previous studies
have reported. Theoretically, these findings tend to
s u P p o r t t h e c 1 a i m o f u n 1 v e r s a 1 p r o c e s s e s t h a t i x n d e r 1 i e 111 e
1 earning of Eng 1 i sh a;111, L1' and as a f orei gn .1 ang11age.
6.2. Imp1ications for teaching
Several factors must be considered before any
implications for teaching can be drawn from this research.
The first t. h i ng i o remember is that the original intent of
this ft'.idv was to find farther evidence to support the
claim about universai principles underlying the language
learning process, rather than to recommend what shouid be
taught to the students, based on the present study. Hence
o n I v t e n t a t i v e a n d, a t b e s t, i n d i r e c t i m p 1 i c a t i o n s' a a r i b e
drawn for the benefit of classroom teaching in China from
4- Vt 1 4) i f l v
First, the results of the study may help the teachers
t o u n d e r s t a n d rn o r e a b o 11 11 t e 1 e a r n i ri g p r o c e s s, e s p e c i a 11 y
the structural difficulties the learners inevitably face
w h i 1 e a c q u i r i r i g E n g 1 i s 11 n e g a t i o n, d u e t o t h e u n i v e r s a 1
underlying principles guiding the process of language
.1. e a r n i n g i t s e 1 f.
Second, this understanding in turn can help the
teachers to or edict what won 1 d to! 1 ow o+. oaoh r. ha a e« f
1 e a r n i n p: f r o m t h e s t u d e n t s, a n d s t i 11 r e rr a i n o a t i e x 11
a t t h e r e i? e a 1:. e d e r r o r s t h a t a p d e a r a t a o e i t. a i n s t, a p e.
Tint vp!-] P Irp nw I h a I t h a t vta 'i r i v r r tn- n+ :a
f-p,r--r p a f cr r ra rrp f;-r d~ H a: t nrlpnt cr i r. rv cf 1 n p: pp n rp prv!' H 1 H P r P.!
Y?» I 1 p I Pi T 1 'k i4 ,P rn P it h 1 T rl P- V 1' p» cf T V 1 T b'1 '1 TO 1 o, I Vo r -v«.''.- M' a i y» -i
4S I-, -y.'•! .T'-s« C» 9 'V• h''•' v« »~t 'i y—t t» y» fi i f-(•• T-—V V t v~, 'i- -r 1 i i- i- I»!-,
Stuacnts who Keep maicing tnese errors. Ihis in turn wotna
then, 1'.o s owe extent, ease the often observed tens i rri
ro+ T.T.O pv r r K p h o si p K »:s. n -f K pa c: 'h n ri pra f c-
8.3. Suggestions for further research
On(o sugci.es oiuii tor t ur Liiex stuclv may be Llia. u i.d. o -1
r e s e a. r c h e r s ft1, a y c a r r y o if t m o r e s t u d i e s o n t h e acq u i s 1.1 i o n
of English negation by Chinese EFL learners to further
confirm the findings of this research.
The second, suggestion is that if would be more
revealing if further studies of this kind are done through
some more communicative tasks, since as it has been point ?r
out earlier that a written task might be very much
structurally biased.
Since English negation does not limit itself only to
the use ef TjoRe as negative operators, a third suggest.ion
for future research would be that,it is desirable to have
researchers committed to larger scale investigations,
including more auxiliary verbs and more moda 1 verbs, etc..
The fourth suggest.ion for future research is that
sinee txie researcher was uixab 1 e to be engaged Ln a 1o n-
t. e r m i n v e s t i g; a t i o n f o r t} i e p r e s e nt s 1. u d y, i t i s h o[ d•: t:•-= t
some 1 ongitvidi nai research coij Id be carried out by fut ;ie
researchers to trace the deve1opmentai paiteras in 1he
learning of English negation by Chinese EFL students from
tie very beginning leve1 of the learners, so that a more
comprehensive pa11ern can be reveaied.
The fifth suggestion for the future research of this
kind might be that it' is desirable to have researchers
include in their project the analysis of the inner group
variation patterns of the learners to see whether or not
there are also similar patterns of learning within each
proficiency group.
The final suggestion for future researchers of the
acquisition of English negation concerns the study of
negative imperatives. It should be cautioned that it might
be misleading to simply interpret the initial positioning
of the negative particle as a criterion for a construction
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c o f t h e f i r s t d e v e 1 o p m e n t a 1 s t a g e f a s
described by other researchers) without taking the
structure of the negative imperative itself into
e o n s i d e r at i. o n.
r n P» r c; c n -fa- q 3•(~» fa n v»o i c i. w3 c. r O r-» v H ih n f fa
vg q r» r' fa«•» v vi ~lf r.'? r q n i v rl fa r w fa— i~ fa'' fa 'n 1 i k. w r i
T 11 T O 11 to .fa•• J hi fa.?!| id g'h' 3: f M• i q] T 1 f V V y; f..% 3»- fa.•• s o; rJ
discoveries in the research on LI and L2 1 earner:-:'
(j 0 V 0 1 r T 1! Ti; lit, by t' n o_[ x 3! '1 fa 0£' 3 r. 2. tl 11. r).' n 0 fa 0 3 3j It .3 O i 1 3 'C 1 0 -3 i 3
content at tliis point to conclude that, in showing' that
T P P J, h i 0 c -4- H j. I r-• O p-»! or. r- rtfi c;• r fa t r'PVi'' t 1 ti)'! 4
r;n-b X go-• cp q i rn i I 3 y f ?h j fa o o- g.. f go I. 1 3 r• fi}' fa g j, lJ 1 on vi. v u-
through this .study, the present study has added further
evidence to the c1aim of universa1 princip1es urider1ying
language learning. It is thus hoped that a study with such
a finding will make a bit more contribution to the related
area of research that has-been, and is still being,
explored, by so many researchers.
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Appendix 1
The Chinese Sentences for -the Translation Task
The Chinese sentences for the translation task are given
below in the order in which they were presented to the%
subjects. Each bracketed sentence below the Chinese sentence is
the expected English version for that same sentence. There are
altogether 57 Chinese sentences.
1.
(I am not tired.)
oLu.
別 众 奴 务 场 於 ！ ) 足 城 ， ，
(Don't play football in the classroom-building!)
3.
(Jack is not strong.)
4.
别 砂 种 从 仍 中
(Don't throw that book away!)
5.
(My father is not ill.)
(Don't sit on the floor!)
(My brother is not busy these days.)
(Don't eat the fish now!)
(These girls are not interested in sports.)
(Don't be naughty!)
(My fr iend is not a soldier.)
(Don't be lazy!)
(We are not Chinese students.)
(Don't be silly!)
(They are not Americans.)
(Your parents don't work in the factory, do they?)
(My grandma is not a farmer.)
(Jack doesn't go to school on Friday, does he?)
(You don't speak English, do you?)
(I don't speak English.)
(My daughter doesn't go to school on Saturday.)
22.
(Xiao Zhang is not tall.)
23.
(My parents don't work at the hostpital.)
24.




(You are not Chinese students, are you?)
27.
(Isn't Wang Hong a teacher?)
28.
(Your friend is not a soldier, is he?)
29.
(Aren't these girls good students?)
30.
(These girls are riot interested in sports, are they?)
31.
(Isn't your friend a soldier?)
32.
(Zhang Ming is not active in class, is he?)
~ O
o o.
(Aren't you English students?)
34.
(Jack is not strong, is he?)
35.
(Ar e they Americans?)
36.
(Your father is not here, is he?)
37.
(Isn't he a singer?)
(You are not tired, are you?)
(Isn't Xiao Zhang's father a professor?)
(Why don't Mary and Jack like Chiniese music?)
(Who didn't spectk in class yesterday?)
(Why don't Tom ans Jack go to school tody?)
(Why doesn't your sister read English books?)
(Why don't you like Chinese class?)
(Don't you like Chinese class?)
(Doesn't he speak English?)
(Doesn't Mis? Zheng teach French?)
(Who is not hardworking in your class?)
(Don't they go to school on Saturday?)
(Doesn't your father work in the factory?)
(Who are not Americans?)
(Why aren't you tired?)
(Why isn't he strong?)
54.
(Who aren't Chinese students?)
55.
(Why didn't you tell me the story last night?)
56.
(Why isn't your brother busy these days?)
57.
(Who is not happy?)
Appendix 2
Sample Sentences from the Data
1. I am not tired.
I not 11re d. (A.38)
I not tired( B. 13)
1 am not tired. (0.6.)
T• am no tired. (D.3.)
2. Don't play football in the classroom-building!
Not 'n class footbal1. (A.40)
Mo t 1 a s sroom f ootba 11.( B. 1 3)
jj o n t o .1. a v r o o t b a 11 i n c i a s s. lb. J o)
Don't play football in the teaching building!( D.lb.j
3. Jack is not strong.
Jack not strong. (A.38)
J a c k' s n o t s t r o n g.( B. 1 2)
Jack's body is not strong. (C.5.)
J a c k i s n' t: s t r o n g.( D. 2)
4. Don't throw that book away
Not throw that book away I (A.14)
Please not throw that book away! (B.12)
Don't throw out that book! (C.!»)
Don't throv; away the book! (D.ll)
5. My father is not ill.
I father not ill. (A.35)
My f a t h e r d i d n' t 5.11.( B. 1)
My fat her is not. ill (C.l)
My father insn't ill. (D.3)
6. Don't sit on the floor!
Not sit down floor!(B.12)
Don't sat down the floor!(C.27)
Don't sit on the floor!(D.21)
7. My brother is notbusy these days.
I b r o t h e r n o t b u s y.( A. 21)• • €
My brother didn't busy. (B.219)
My brother not busy that day. (C.19}
My old brother hasn't been busy for these days. (D.3)
8. Don't eat the fish now!
Not eat the fish. (A.19)
Don't eat the fish this tiemei(C.29)
Don't eat the fish nowi(D.21)
9. These firls are not interested in sports.
There gi r 1 sport s not be interest ed. (A. 2)
?hese giris ,didn' t interested (B. 8)
These girIs isn't interested in port. (C.24)
These gir1s are no t into rested in play. (D.6)
10. Don't be naughty!
N o t 11 a u gh t y! (A. 3 8)
Don' t naugh ty! (B. 1 9)
Don' t naugli ty!( C. 2 3)
Don't be naughty! (D.7)
11. My friend is not a soldier.
I f r i end no.t soldier. (A. 30)
My f riend didn't f11d s o1aie r. (3.6)
My friend don't a soldier. (C- 16)
12. Don t be lazy!
N o t 1 a a y!( A. 1 5)
D o n' t 1 a s y!( B. 10)
Don't lazy 1 (C.28)
Don't be J aay! (D.19)
13. We are not Chinese students.
We not China s t ude n t s. (A.21)
Mv not China student. (B.I 3)
We isn't Chin ese st u dent, f C.23)
w e a r e n o t. L h i n e s e s t u d e n t s.( u. i o)




Don't be stupid! (D.19)
15. They are not Americans.
They not Americans. (A.30)
They not Americans. (B.14)
They do not Americans. (C.4)
Thev aren1t Americans. (D.11)
16. Your parents 'don't work in the factory, do they?
Y o u r p. r e n t. n o t f a c t o r y? (A. 4 0)
Your paren ts i sn' t work?( B. 22!
Your pa ren l s don' t work in trie factory, is r heyY(Y.y.
Yo11 r parent s are not work i n t,he .f actorv, are not oheyv
( D. 2 0)
17. My grandma is not a farmer.
i grandma no farmer.(A.42)
M y g r a n d m a n o t f a r m e r.( B. 8)
M v g r a n d m a d o e s n' f f a r m e r.( C. 16)
My grandma isn't a farmer.(d.11)
13. Jack doesn't go to shcool on Friday, does he
Jack Friday not go to school?
Jack isn t go to school on Friday, is he: (b.h)
Jack don'r go to school? (0.25)
Jack doesn't go to school on Friday, does he? (d.6)
19, You don't speak English, do you?
You not apeak Eng1ish, is 11e? (A.10)
You wasn't speak the English. (B.27)
Your isn't speak English, isn't you? (C.9)
You don't speak English, do you? (D.6)
20.1 don't speak English.
I n o t p a r k E n g 1 i s h.( A. 3 0)
I didn't speak English. (B.3)
I don' t speak English.(. C. 14)
I don't speak Engl i si i. D. 17)
21. My dauther doesn't go to school on Saturday.
I daughter not go to school on Satorday. (A 30)
My daughter easn't go to school on Gtadv. (B.23)
My daughter don't go to school on Saturday.( C.25)
My daughter doesn't go to school on Saturyday.(D.16)
22. Xiao Zhang is not tall.
Zhang not tall. (A.37)
Xiao Zhang don t tali. (£.43)
Xiao ZViang is not tail. (C.l.)
Xiao Zhang is not tall. (lh 13)
23. My parents don't work at the hospital.
I parents not. hospital work• I A. 17)
My parents not work in the hospital. (B.26)
My paren t s wasn' t work in the hosp.1.ta 1.( C. 2 2)
My pel rents aren't work in trie hospital. (D.12)
24. They are not Americans, are they?
Thev not Americans. (A. 30)
They not Americans. (R.14)
T h e y d o n o t A m e r 5, c a n s.( C. 4.)
They aren11 Ame ricans. (D.11)
25. Aren't you tired?
D o n' t y o u t i. r e d? (A. 3 8)
You not tired. (B.13)
Are you not tired? (C.21)
Aren' t you ti. red9 (D. 11)
26. You are not Chinese students, are you?
Y o u n o t 0 h i n e s e s t u d e n t s? A.. 3 5)
You are not China students, aren' h youV (t. yi j
You are not Chinese students, are you? (C.20)
You are not Chine students, are you? (D.ll;
2 7 Isn't Viang Hong a teacher?
Wang Hong not teacher? (A. 39''
Wang Hong aren't teacher, are he? (B.I1)
Does not VIang Hong a teacher?( C. 34)
Isn't Wang Hong a. teacher? (D. 5)
28. Your friend is not a soldier, is he?
Y or friend not so1dier? (A,19)
Arc your friend not so1dier? (B.7)
Your friend isn't a soldier, isn't he? (C.29)
Your friend isn't a soldier, is he?
29. Aren't these girls good studens?
These girls not good students. (A.31)
These girls didn't good students? (B.17)
These girls not good studens, aren' t they? (C..17)
These girIs are not good students» are t.hey?
30. These girls are not interested in sports, are they?
T} i e s e g i r 1 s n o t i n t e r e s t e 1 w 11 h s p o r t s,.( A. 3 7)
These girls isn't sports, don't her? (B.10)
These girls are not interested in sports, are they?
(0.27)
These gir 1 s are not interest,ed in sports. are thev?
( D. 12)
31. Isn't your friend a soldier?
Your f riend not. so 1 d ier.{ A. 17)
Are you r friend no t so1dier? (B.7)
Is not your friend a soldier? {C.38)
Is not y our f rie nd a so1dier? (D.19)
32. Zhang Ming is not active in class, is he?
Z h a n g M i n g i n c 1 a s s n o t a. c 11. v e. (A. 41)
Zhang Ming in class not active. (B.13)
Zhan g M i n g i s no t active i n c 1 a s s.(' C .18)
Zhang Ming is not active in class. (D.13)
33. Aren't you English students?
The n o t E n g 1 i s h s t u d e n t s'? (A. 3 0)
You not English students? (B.13)
Are n't you Eng1ish stu dents? (C.18)
Are y ou n o t En g1is h s tudent s?
34. Jack is not strong, is he?
J a c k n o t s t o r y. (A. 13)
Jack's body not strong, is he? (B.9)
Jack don't g.ood healthy, don't he?( C. 2 9)
Jack isn't sirong, is he? (D.21)
35. Aren't they Americans?
T h e y n o 1. A m e r i c a r i s? 9 A. 17)
T h e y n o t A m e r i c a n s'?( B. 8)
T h ey aren't Ame ric ans? (C.30 s
A r e 11; e y n o t A m e r i e a n s?( D. 17)
36 Your father is not here, is he?
Your fa ther not he re. (A.13)
Your father not in here, do he? (B.5)
Your father isn't here, isn't he? (C.26)
Your father isn't here, is he? f.:)
37. Isn't she a singer?
Don' t she singer?(• A. 38)
She don't singer, don't she? (B.1)
Is not he a singer? (C.39)
Is she not a singer? (D.13)
38. You are not tired, are you?
You don't tired, do you? (A.38)
You don't tired, do you? (B.5)
Your don't tired, aren't you? (0.17)
You aren't tired, are you?( d. .11)
39. Isn't Xiao Zhang's father a professor?
X i a o Z h a n g' s f a th e r n o t p r o f e s s o r?( A. 21)
Xiao Zhang's ft her nob professor? (B. .11)
Is Xiao Zhang's father not professor? (0.39)
I sn' t Xi ao Zhang' s f ather a prof es so r?(' L. 21)
40. Why don't Marv and Jack like Chinese music?
W h y n o t. M a r y a n d J a c k i i k e C h i n e s e m u s i c?( A. 2 0)
Why Mary and Jack aren't like Chinese music9( B. 9')
Wliy they not 1 ike Chinese music2( C. 16)
why don't Mary and Jack like Chinese music? (D.11)
41. Who didn't speak in class yesterday?
W h o n o t s p e a k i n c 1 a s s y e s t e r d a y'?( 2 5)
Who not speak in class terday? (B.11)
Who don't speak in c1ass yesterday? (G.15)
Who didn't speak in class yesterday? (D.19)
42. Why don't Tom and Jack go to school today?
Tom and Jack not go to school this day? (A.13)
Why are Tom and Jack not go to school, tody? (B.7
W h y a r e T o m a n d J a c k n o t g o t o s c h o o 1 t o d a y'?( C. 9)
Why dont't Tom and Jack go to school today? (D.41)
43. Why doesn't your sister read English books?
Why your sister not read Eng1ish books? 9A.10)
Why your sister didn't read English books9 B.I.9)
W h y i s y o u r s i s t e r not r e a d E ri g 1 i s h b o o k s'?( C. 9)
Wh y d o e s n' t y o u r s i s t e r r e a d En g 1 i s h b o o k s?( D. 10}
44. Why don't you like Chinese class?
Y o u n o t C h i h e s e c 1 a s s? (A. 3 3)
Why y ou d ont 1 i ke Chi h e s e c 1 a s s?( F. 11)
Why you don t like Chinese ciass 0.onj
Why don't- you 1 ike Chinese class? (B.8)
45. Don't you like Chinese class?
Y c- u 1 i k e n o t. C h 1 n e s e c 1 a s s?( A. 3 3)
Y o u not Chinese class? (B.13)
Aren't, you like Chinese class? (C.7)
Don't you like Chinese class? (D.8)
46. Doesn't he speak English?
He not speak English? (A.33)
He i sn' t speak Engl i sh?( B. 16)
Don't he speak English? (C30)
Don't he speak Eng1ish? {D.5)
47. Doesn't Hiss Zheng teach French?
Z h e n g M i s s n o t t e a. c h F r e n c h? (A .41)
Is Miss Zheng not teach French? (B.4)
M i s s Z h e ri 1 s n' t t e a c h F r e n c h?
Didn't Miss Zheng teach French?(D.6)
48. Who is not hardworking in your class?
Y o u r c i a s s wh o n o t, h a r d- w o r k i n g? (A. 3)
0 h o d i d 1141 h a r d w c r k 5. n g i n y o u r c 1 a s s?( B. 19)
Who was not dell igent in your class'' f C. 4)
Who is not. dilligent in your class? (D.5)
49. Don't they go toschool on Saturday?
T} I e y a f e r ri o o n 11 o t g o t o s c h o o 1.( A, 41)
They not so toschool in t. ho S a in no a v i K})
A re they no t go to school on Satu relay V( 0. It's
don' t they co to school on Saturdav? (D.19)
50 Doesn't your father work in the factory?
Yoi• r i;•• i t her no t f ac t or y wo r k?( A. 3}
Is your father not work at the factory?( B. 4.?
Isn't your father work at the factory?(' C. 12 J
Doesn't your father work at the factory? (11.19)
51 Who are not Americans?
Wh o n c» t A m e r j. o a n s? (A. 41.)
Wh o i i o t Ame r1can s? (B.15}
Wh o d o o s n' t A rn e r 1 c a n s?( C. 3 2-!)
Who aran't Americans? (D.11)
52. Why aren't you tired?
Why you not tired?(A.4)
Why do you not tired? (B.3)
Why do not you tired? (C.38)
Why are not you tired? d.21)
53. Why isn't he strong?
Why h e n o t s t r o n g?( A. 10)
Why do he no t strong'? (B. 3)
Whe he don't strong? (C.32)
Why isn't he strong? (D.11)
54. Who are not Chinese students?
Whose not Chinese studen ts? (A 15)
Who wasn't China students?( B. 2 5 s
Who is not Chinese students? (0.9)
Who aren't Chinese students? (1.3)
55. Why didn't you tell rne the story last night?
Why von vo. t.•})3 1. n 1 oo tWo t.yy• d,° ti vori 1 r)}1[ A 1]
Why you don't to 1.1 rne trie story last night'.' C B. 11)
Whv cion' t- vm to i i t.V)5tovv vAgtrnRV v i t?li. tW•' C, 1V.)
Wi;iv oon i- vov t.o 1 i mo b!io stnry last nxvnt:( i.o Wi
56 Why isn't your bother busy these days?
W11 v y o u r b r o t h e r n o t b u s y?( A. 10)
Whv your brother is not busy? (B.25)
Why doesn't your brother busy these days? (C.8)
Why did rr;t you r b rot he r b usy the s e days? (D.12)
57. Who is not happy?
Who not happy (A.24)
Who the don't happy? (B.1)
Who doesn't glad? (C.16)
Who isn't happy? (D.19)
Appendix 3
Sample Coding Sheet
For each g;roup, the students' errors wi tbin each sentence
type were coded on a sheet, of paper. Mainly f ou r ty pes of
errors were coded: errors reflecting non-use of DoBe, DoBe
confusion errors, errors showing outside-sentence-structure
positioning of NotNo, and tense and case confus i on errors.
Below is a samp 1 e coding sheet for Group A students in regard
ho their performance of the negative imperatives. The numbers
in the left most column denotes the subject number. Each stroke
under each coding number records an error of a certain type as
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A Detailed Report of the Results
A detailed report of the results of the present study is
give below through the following tables and figures.
1. General Pattern of Errors
rp i ~i ii a b .1 e j.
Percentage of Hoi 'placement Errors to Total Errors
r» v T o
oent.No.ot
type. Ss.
No. of. Mo. of
K x r. G. A11. S.
- N 0 A.»
% of Att.
T. TT
No. ot No. o t vo oi MP K its.
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f' a 0i J_ JQ
0
i Xi'V1' O
-i r r7 'Vj. a. t
Total 9 6 3 3 8520 3177 84
Average 8 8. 4% O£'°'a. U 'o
1. Sent. type Sentence type. 2. No. of Exp. S~No. of expected 3. Mo. of
A11. S .=No.of A11empted sentences.
4. T. Ers.= Tot-a 1 errors. 5. NP. Ers. -Not-p 1 acement errors.
6. Neg. dec. =Negat.ive dee 1 ara tive. 7. YNq- yesno q1iestiens.
8.Whq.~wh-questions. 9.Tag ques.Tag questions.
10.imp.-imperat1ve.
Table 2
Percentage of Non-use of DoBe to Total Errors
Sent. No.of Mo. of No.of% of Att.
type S. Exp.S.Att.S.to Exp.S.
T.Ers. No.of Non-use% of Non-use
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Q•'! O.• U. .J o
Tot al O ,C'•: 0V -'I r VO .J .o q c o ftO o U 3177 17 17
Average 8 8. 4% 5 4%
Table 3
Percentage of DoBe Confusion Errors to Total Errors
Sent. No.of Mo.of No.of% of Att. No.of No.of DoBe% of DoBe Conf
type Ss. Exp.S.Att.S to Exp.S. T.Ers. Conf.Ers. Ers. to T.Ers.
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Total 9633 8520 3177 10 7 4
Average 88. 4%
•j O Q 0Jo. O 'o
No.of Conf.Ers.-No.of confusion errors.
Table 4
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Table 5
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Total 96 33 8 5 2 0 317 7 157
A V 0 i? ct f~, 0 88. 4% 4. 9%
2. Transitional patterns in terms of the learners' proficiency level
T a b 1 e 6
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Transitional Pattern of Non-use of DoBe
Group No. of Mo. of% of Att. No. of Non-use% of Non-use of
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Transitiona1 Pa11ern of DoBe 0onfision Error
Group No. of No. of
o f S s. Exp. S A t, t. S.
% of Att. No. of Conf.% of Corif. Ers to
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T a b e 1 1 0
Trans itional Pattern of DoesDidDo Confusion Errors
Group
of Ss.
Mo.of Exp. No.of Att.
S. S.
% of Att. No. of Cor if.
to Exp.S. Ers.
% of Conf.Ers.
to Att.S.
A
B
C
D
9 0 3
903
903
840
6 8 3
810
865
814
7 5. 6%
89. 7%
95. 8%
96. 9%
1 6
101
35
6
2. 2%
12. 5%
4%
0. 7%


